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In this final report a survey is given of the various phases of 

the development of a UNIDO/VUB-process for the pyrolysis of PMMA, 
conducted in close collaboration with SRROC. 

After a literature and patent survey, experimental testing and 
a preliminary desi·:JD were conducted in parallel. On the basis of 
material and energy balances several alternative designs, involving 

directly and indirectly heated fluidized bed reactors were 
compared. 

Although it has been shown that the new process features a 

superior yield and monomer quality some factors remain open for 
further optimization. Moreover, once that the pyrolysis plant has 

started up succesfully the constructive comments from the 

UNIDO-expert can be used for improving the environmental, s~fety 

and product quality aspects of the other divisions of the r J.ant. 
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The followir.~ abbreviations have been used consistently throughout 
the text. 

Abbreviation Entity or Material 

MMA methylmetbacrylate monomer 
PMMA polymethylmethacrylate 
PE polyethylene 
PS polystyrene 
PVC polyvinylchloride 
SRRUC Shanghai Resource Recovery 

and Utilization Company 
PRC the People's Republic of 

China 
WB Free University of Brussels 
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This project is a direct consequence of a former 
UNIDO-assignment, directed bij Prof. G. Patfoort, and devoted to 
the recycling of mixed plastics. During this mission in Shanghai 
(from August 23 to Auqust 28, 1985) a need was identified to 
increase the yield and the purity of MMA monomer, obtained by the 
pyrolysis of cast PMMA. Also, the environmental anci safety 
standards of the plant had to be improved. 

A literature and patent study was condJcted and after 
calculating some materials and enerqy balances er.perimental testing 
using a fluidized bed reactor was initiated. 

During a first visit (from 18-28 July 1986) to SRRUC 
(Shanghai), dedicated to the PMMA problem, the plant was submitted 
to a complete operating, environmental a..~d safety audit. It was 
concluded that numerous features of plant design and operation were 
to be improved, in conjuction with increasing product yield and 
purity. The latter would be obtained by converting to a more 
modern, continuous technology, developed with the aid from 
UNIDO/VOB. The design requirements, desired by SRROC, were 
established (Mission Report of August 1, 1986 in Annexe A). 

Advantages and disadvantages of various process concepts were 
evaluated Lnd compared. A fluidized bed system using steam as a 
fluidizing agent was ultimately selected (Mission ~eport of 
November 15, 1986 in Annexe B) 

In the meantime, S:RRUC technical staff had experimented with an 
own, tin-bath technology. During a second visit of the 
UNIDO-Expert (23 December 1986 - 3 January 1987), these tests were 
continued and critically evaluated. Mo:ceover, thanks to the 
diligence of SRRUC-staff a short full-scale experiment using the 
ancient cauldron technology was conducted, all tests being 
evaluated qas chromatographically (Mission Report of January S, 
1987 in Annexe C). 

During a final mission (from 14 t~ 28 July 1987) all aspects of 
tbe new UNIDO/VOB technology, as adopted and co-developed by SRl\OC, 
were discussed. Full aqreement was reached in the design and 
testing of the individual parts of the plant, which has a more 
favourable situation from an environmental viewpoint. (Mission 
Report of July 31, 1987 in Annexe O). 

Finally, the experimental results obtai~ed at the WB are 
briefly discussed in Annexe E, whereas the results obtained during 
the second mission in Shanghai are treated in Annex~ c. 
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1. It is desirable that the collaboration between SRRUC and ONIDO 
would be continued. The direction and management as well as 
the technical staff of SRRUC have proved to be industrious, 
competent, realistic, flexible and keen to improve the local 
standards of technology. The best way for achieving the 
latter purpose is by promoting joint, UNIDO-sponsored, 
projects, based on local ntteds and ideas, and technical help 
and advice provided by ONIDO. 

2. After the successful conclusion of the PMllA-pyrolysis project, 
it seems voithwLile to tackle another problem, which is 
similar in nature, but involves a more complex technology. 

The problem can be defined as •Improving the 51\RUC-technology 
for the steam hydrolysi~ of nylon-6•. The process has been 
developed by SRRUC, with the aid of East China University. 
Patents have been applied for the prucess. 

As a course for further ONIDO action it is suggested to: 

- contact compaines involved in caprolactam production 
and purification (I) 

- optimize the reaction conditions on a basis of 
fundamental study (II) 

- conduct experimental test work (III) 

- improve the auxiliary operations (IV). 

The latin figures between brackets refer to the successive 
stages of the project. The first and second stage (I) may be 
conducted within a limited budget and time, to be started as 
soon as possible. 

• 
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1. SCOPS OI' ~ 1l)ltJt 

This work ori9inated from the desire, expressed by the 
mana9ement of SRRUC, to dispose of a modern method of 
PHMA-pyrolysis, resultin9 in hi9her product yield and purity and in 
lower environmental dama9e. 

Since such a method was not commer-=ially available, it was 
proposed to develop a new fluidized bed technoloqy, along methods 
developed previously at the Free Univexsity of Brussels (VOB). The 
latter has been succesfully derived and the resulting process has 
been termed UNIDO/VUB fluidized bed PMMA pyrolysis process. 

As a second point, attention was paid to the various operations 
upstream and downstream of the pyrolysis unit proper, i.e. 

- PHMA sorting, storage and feeding 

- storage, distillation, rectification and salting out of 
crude MMA 

-prepolymerization 

- degassing and blending of MMA 

- polymerization. 

In the firs~ mission report advice was given on all the other 
operations. Still, it should be recognized that tile newly 
developed technology, assorted with some simple and straightforward 
ad~lce, would do much to improve these operat~ons. 

Fi.i-ally, at the conclusion of the study, a new topic was 
identified which could be tackled along the same lines as the 
present work. 

2.1. Results gf egperiments go micrg-scole 

Several experimental methods have been proposr·d to 
study the pyrolysis of polymers. Experimental re~ults 
on the pyrolysis of PMMA on a micro-scale (the amount 
PMMA used is never more than some milligrams) can be 
found in literature. The following technique! were used: 

- pyrolysis gas chromatoqra9hy (PyGC) 

- thermal volatilization analysis CTVA> 

- thermogravimetric analysis. 
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The main purpo~e of these experiments is to investigate 
the reaction mechanism. The various basic processes are 
listed below. 

(I) chain-end initiation: P -+ R0 + r' 

R0 is the chain radical which will depropagate, 
r is a small radical which distills out of the 
system; 

(II) random scission initiation: P -+ 2ll° 

(III) depropagation: R0 -+ R0 + M 

II is a monomer molecule which distills out of the 
system; 

(IV) termination by bimolecular interaction: 

•• + •• -+ • 

(V) 'termination' by depropagation to the end of 
the polymer molecule, leaving a small radical 
which distills out of the system. 

The reaction mechanism probably changes with temperatur~. 
At low temperatures (<400°C), the depropagation reaction 
is principally initiated at the ends of the molecules, 
and termination occurs by bimolecular interaction. At 
intermediate temperatures, chain scission becomes 
sufficiently important to account for most of the 
initiation steps, though bimolecular interaction is still 
the important termination mechanism. At high 
temperatures (>450°C), initiation by scission is the 
dominant initiation process, but the majority of the 
chains are effectively terminated by the diffusion out of 
the system of the ultimate radical remaining when a chain 
has completely depropagated. 

Several PyGC experiments were also carried out at 
the VUB. The main practical conclusion from these 
experiments and the results in literature is that a high 
yield of monomer is possible. From the PyGC experiments 
one would infer that a high operating temperature is 
desirable. The later work at bench-scale, however, leads 
to the opposite conclusion. 

Also some patents about possible industrial set
ups can be found (Annexe A and C) • The used equipment 
is: 

- cauldron with a lead-batch 

- extruder. 

' 

' 



2.2. Egperiments go lob. bencb opd full scale 

2.2.1.Egperiment yith couldrop tecbnplogy 

A full scale experiment (amount of PMMA 
charged: 30 kg) was carried out (Annexe C). In 
this experiment the yield was 88 ,, the purity was 
not determined but can not be expected to be more 
then 90 '· 

2. 2 • 2 • Egperi ments yith tin batch te@nology 

To evaluate the feasibility of the tin bath 
technology several experiments on a lab scale 
cauldron (volwae: 3. 5 dm3) were carried out by 
SRRUC during the second mission of the 
UNIDO-expert (Annexe C) • The most important 
results are given in the following table (the 
differences are due to the different kinds of PMMA 
u~ed): 

experiment yield <'> purity <'> total MMA pro

duction (\) 

A 
B 
c 

99 
93 
90 

95.9 
91.6 
89.2 

94 .9 
85.2 
80.3 

It is also observed that the best product is 
generated during steady-state production, both 
initial and final product showing a lo~er grade. 
The amount of light products generated rises from 
the start until the end of the experiment. The 
heavy products show a different behaviour. 

These observations were also made during the 
large scale experiment with the cauldron 
technology. The total MMA production of the large 
scale experiment is lower than in the lab scale 
experiments. This effect may be due to the lower 
surface to volume ratio of the large cauldron. 

2.2.3. t;xptn:iJQCnta yith 'CJµid bed tcchnplogy 

Because a batch system giv£s much idle time 
Cheating, charging and cooling of the reactor) a 
continuous operation is to be preferred. This can 



be obtained with: 

- continuous tin bath 

- fluidized bed. 

The latter has superior characteristics with 
respect to heat transfer, residence time, the 
removal of fillers. Bence, experiments on this 
promising technique were carrieci out using the 
fluidized bed plant of the VUB. As a f luid.izing 
agent steam was used. The results of the experi
ments with a PMMA flovrate of 990 g/h are given in 
fol:.owing figures (more details are given in 
Ann~xe E). 
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The yields obtained are much hlgher than 
those with the tin bath technology. Only experi
ment A of the tin bath experiment:; can compete 
vi th the fluidized bed experiments. Also with 
respect to yield a fluidized bed plant does not 
suffer from scale-up factors, as is the case with 
the tin bath technology. However, it must also be 
mentioned that the fluidized bed experiments were 
perforJPed on PMMA free from pigments and fillers. 

During the experi.Jllents the heat of reaccion 
was measured for the following reaction: 

PMMA (293 K) -+ MMA (T K) 

It is given by: 

AHr - 660 + 0,336 T + 1.8 lo-3 ~ 

- 0.46 10-6 T3 J/g 

This was a major unknown factor w.til now. 

In annexe E some useful information about 
the distillation of water-MMA mixtures is given. 

2.3. Cgpclusigna 

Since the fiuid bed technology gives the highest 
yield and has many other advantages this type of process 
was selected by SRROC/UNIDO. The fluid bed must be 
operated at low temperatures (about 400°C) and be filled 
with fine sand, in order to minimize the ste3Jll require
ments necessary to fluidize the bed. 

3. PltOC&SS DSWLOPllBft ma> D:UIGll 

After selection of a fluidized bed as the most suitable 
solution for the problem posed, a preliminary design and 
gen~ral instruction were prepared at v.o.B. The collaboration 
of Mr. SAMYN is gratefully acknowledged. These data can be 
found in Ann'l!xe C. The final drawing of the fluidized bed 
unit is found on the following page, detailed drawings in 
Annexe F. 

Because a coal fire was to be used for beating much 
attention was paid to the for:n of the distributor. It was 
designed in such way that the reactor bottom w~uld be cooled by 
numerous steam jets directed downwards. Without this special 
distributor the bottom of the reactor would be destroyed 
rapidly. It could also be protected by an external fire-proof 
liner but in this case the surface for heat transfer would be 
reduced by about 10 t and radiant heat transfer would largely 
be lost. An ordinary distributor could be used if the 
reactor were heated electrically. In this case the steam 
should be produced externally. 
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The yields obtained are, much higher than 
those with the tin bath tecbnol~. Only experi
ment A of the tin bath experiments can compete 
with the fluidized bed experiments. Also with 
respect to yield a fluidized bed plant does not 
suffer from scale-up f&ctors, as is the case with 
the tin bath technology. However, it must also be 
mentioned that the fluidized bed experiments were 
performed on PMMA free from pigments and fillers. 

During the experiments the heat of reaction 
was measured for the following reaction: 

PMMA (293 K) ---> MMA (T K) 

It's given by: 

ABr - 660 + o,336 T + 1.s io-3 ~ 

- 0.46 10-6 T3 J/9 

This was a major unknown factor until now. 

In annexe E some useful information about 
the distillation of water-MMA mixtures is given. 

2.3. Cgnclp3ipns 

Since the fluid bed technology gives the highest 
yield and has many other advantages this type of process 
was selected by SRRUC/ONIDO. The fluid bed must be 
operated at low temperatures (about 400°C) and be filled 
with fine sand, in order to minimize the steam require
ments necessary to fluidize ·the bed. 

3. PltOCUS D&VSJIOftlSft AllD D&S:EGll 

After selection of a tluidized bed as the moBt suitable 
solution for the problem posed, a preliminary design anc 
general instruction were prepared at V.U.B. The collaboration 
of Mr. SAMYN is gratefully acknowledged. These data can be 
found in Annexe c. The final drawing of the fluidized bed 
unit is found on the following page, detailed drawings in 
Annexe F. 

Because a coal fire is to be used for heating much 
attention was paid to the form of the distributor. It was 
designed in such way that the reactor bottom would be cooled by 
numerous steam jets directed downwards. Without this special 
distributor the .bottom of the reactor would be destroyed 
rapidly. It could also be protected by an external fire-proof 
liner but in this case the surface for heat transfer would be 
reduced by about 10 t and radiant ~.eat would largely be lost. 
An ordinary distributor could be used if the reactor is heated 
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Another point of interest is the feeding systea. The 
feeding of PMMA plates is uncoaplicated but that of shavings is 
problematic. Originally, a systea with tvo rocking valves was 
proposed. At SRRUC a completely new feeding systea, approved 
by the UNIDO expert, was designed. This systea still 
requires testing, but is expected to give less probleas and can 
be found on the following page. 

4. Sdety and ~ aapec:ta 

4.1. Toxicity of MMI 

The maximum allowable concentration (MAC) of MIA 
amounts to 100 ppm. The behaviour and body weigilt are 
unaffected for people poisoned repeatedly for several 
times (2 hours/day, continuing for 6 days) in air 
with MMA concentration of 10 ag/l. It is therefore 
concluded that MMA has no cuaulative effect of toxicity. 

Anesthesia can be found after at least 30 minutes 
of breathing in a large UK>unt of MllA. Recovery is 
possible by breathing in fresh air. 

A few people who have engaged in professional 
operation of MMA for more than 10 years suffer from 
insomnia and leucopenia. 

It also causes local skin erythema and prur~.go for 
some people, skin-sensitive to contact with MMA. 

Contacting concentrated MMA vapor may immediately 
cause tearing, eyeache, tbroatache, cough, etc. and 
sometimes dizzyness and headache. But all the symptoms 
disappear quickly after the person is being removed from 
a MMA contaminated site into fresh air. 

4.2. Safety aapects and enyirpnmental aapects 

All process hazards have been reviewed 
methodically in annexe D. For further information we 
therefore refer to this annexe, in which also environ
mental aspects can be found. When the coal fire is 

' 
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replaced by electrical heating the emission of the coal ~ 
fire is of course eliminated. 
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5. ltMalta .,, .. , ..... 

Both the experimental and the design work have been 
concluded successfully. 

The resulcing constructive flov-she•t is shown in ' 
Figure 3, the proposed feeding mechanisa in Figure 4. 

The plant according to the URIDO/VOB-design, as adopted 
and adapted by SRRUC will nov be constructed at a nev site. 

Both the experimental work anti the design phase bave been 
concluded successfully. 'ftlia opens the -Y to a new hi~hly 
efficient and environmentally acceptable method of producing .... 

The support of URIDO and WB is gratefully acknowledged. 
Mr. De Wolf was responsible for most of the experimental work. 
Dr. Ir. Schoetera (VOB) prepared material and thermal balances 
and Mr. Samyn (retired from Wanson) was actively engaged in the 
f in21l design of the plant. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 
Exchange Rate 

1. u. s. s s 3.5 Yuan 

s 44 B.F. (Belgian Francs) 

The following abbreviations have been used consistently throughout 
the text 

Abbreviation 

MMA 

PMMA 

PE 

PS 

PVC 

SRRUC 

PRC 

Entity or Material 

methylmetacrylate monomer 

Polymethylmetacrylate 

Polyethylene 

Polystyrene 

Polyvinylchloride 

Shanghai Resource Recovery 

and Utilization Company 

the People's Republic of 
China 
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ABSTRACT 

Durinq a brief stay in China the results of the expert's home work 

were presented to the Chinese counterparts of Shanqhai Resource 

Recovery and Utilization Company (SRRUC) i.e. 

- a literature and petent suryey 

- the preliminary emerimental york performed on a bench scale 

pyrolysis plant 
- th\. preliminary design of a tentative pyrolysis system and 

the establishment of a materials and enerqy balance. 

During his visit to the Xingguang factory the expert was confronted 

with a number of environmental and production problems of this 

factory. Although the study of these problems was outside the 

scope of his mission the expert had to consider these problems 

carefully, as their continued presence could even compromit the 

very existence of PMMA pyrolysis process at the Xingguang factory, 

in which the proposed new PMMA pyrolysis system is to be installed. 

For this reason most of the local time was devoted to these 

extraneous problems. Still, thanks to the excellent collaboration 

received from SRRUC, it was possible to achieve the results 

expected from this mission, i.e. to visit the PMMA workshop and 

collect the necessary data for the pyrolysis plant to be designed. 
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2. 

INTRODUCTION 

This report deals succinctly with the preparation of the home-based 

work and more in detail with the results of our mission at SRRUC, 
Shanqhai, People's Republic of China (PRC). 

The purpose of the project is 

- to conduct the necessary experimental work at a pyrolysis plant 

on a bench scale to determine and optimize of the product yield 

- to desiqn a continuous pyrolysis unit 

- to prepare a report on the results 

- to return visit to PRC with the proposed plant design and 

follow-up on the construction, start-up and optimization. 

As usual, the Chinese counterparts have prepared the expert's visit 
in detail : 

- Annexe I shows the •outline of the Technical Discussion with the 
UNIDO-Ex:pert II 

- Annexe II lists the detailed programme of the UNIOO-Ex:pert. 

From Annexe I it follows that the Chinese counterparts desired to 
consult the expert on 

(1) the Thermal Cracking Procedure 

(2) the Purification Procedure 

(3) the Polymerization Procedure. 

Mor~over, special attention was to be paid to the environmental and 

occupational safety aspects of the existing and future PMMA-plant. 

Annexe III lists the main results of this mission, i.e. the design 

requirements of an improved PMMA Pyrolysis system, according to 

SRRUC specifications. 

Although the present mission will basically be completed within the 

projected timing and budget, the possibility of extending this 

programme so that it also covers the puritication, 

prepolymexization and polymerization of MMA, should be 

contemplated. A formal request for such an extension will probably 

be filed by SRRUC. 



3. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

l.It is recommended, in a first phase, to improve the operating 

standards of the existing plant. In a second phase, SRROC will 

construct a new plant according to the most modern technology 

and based on a design from the ONIDO-expert. 

2.It is desirable that the collaboration between SRROC and ONIDO 
would be continued. Several possibilities for such a further 

collaboration can already now be identified within the Xingguang 

factory.(These are listed in Annexe IV) 

3.It is desirable that full attention be given to the environmental 

problems of the Xingguang fact.ory, as well as to a gradual 

improvement of equipment and operating standards. 
This could be a further objective of ONIDO-aid to SRROC, with 

both short-term and long-range acti~ns. 
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I. THE PIMA PYROLYSIS UNIT AT XINGGUANG FACTORY 

A. Suryey 

The PMMA Pyrolysis Unit can be subdivided into : 

(1) the raw materials' reception and sorting area 

(2) ~he pyrolysis cauldrons battery 

(3) the storage of crude MMA 

(4) the distillation/rectification units 

(5) the prepolymerization step 

(6) the polymerization step 

(7) the quality control ond packaging department. 

All of these operations are now briefly considered froa the 

f olloving viewpoints 

- technical basis 
- efficiency and yield of pyrolysis 

- environaental aspects 
- occupational safety and hazards. 

!k're detailed consideration should be given to these points, during 
a future extension of the project according to the listing in 

Annexe IV. 

B. Raw materinl3 Beceptign ond Sgrt;jng 

The raw material of the pyrolysis plant can be subdivided into 
a) shavings from a PHMA-button making factory at Shanghai (bulk 

density 80 kg/m3) 
b) trimmings from PHMA plates (bulk density 600 kg/m

3
) 

c) mixed PMMA-wastes acquired in the OSA, Italy, etc. 

In the DJ:K pyrolys~.s plant the feed material will mainly consist of 

(a) and (b) in a 60/40 relationship. 
It follows that the bulk density is very much variable, but also 
that part (c) of the product is rather unpredictible in 

composition, size and quality. 
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For this reason the existing method of sorting material (c) was 

observed and found to be grossly inadequate. The following 

suggestions were made to improve the sorting procedure : 

a) to sort the PMMA upon a long (3 to 4 m) sorting table with a 

convenient height and fixed with side walls to retain the product, 
rather than on a raw, concrete floor as done at present. 

The table should be long enough to receive the contents of at least 

2-3 jute sacks with PMMA, as well as to accomodate a series of 

containers receiving the PMMA and the various contaminants (PE, 

PVC, PS, acrylics, •.• ). The table should also serve as a transfer 

station, to load the selected PMMA raw material into large, conical 

plastic buckets (lOOL or more), which would make furnace loading 

easier. 

2) injection or extrusion types of PMMA have a higher market value 

than cast qualities. Hence, it should be verified whether the 

former can be sorted out and whether they effectively command a 

higher market price at Shanghai. 

Moreover, extrusion types are relatively rich in copolymers, which 
form a source of by-products during pyrolysis and, hence, a problem 

in purification. 

3) productivity would be much enhanced by providing better 

operating conditions for identification of unknown plastics. A 

small testing table, installed off-line, would allow to have 

doubtful products identified by the most experienced sorter, on a 

basis of sound, burning behaviour, hot soldering iron test, etc. A 
test procedure was explained to differentiate between PMMA and 

other plastics. 
4) especially the plastics, acquired commercially, have a fairly 

uneven and unpredictable quality. A bag from Italy contained 

easily recognizable foreign plastics, e.g. PE-flasks, which do not 

contribute to the monomer yield and may cause obstructions in the 

ducting. Moreover, the air~ and dust whicn is obviously present 

may very well contribute to a decrease in product yield and quality 

and enhance carbonization. 
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As a general conclpsion it can be stated that sorting should 

1) take place in better working conditions, and allow to extract 

higher-value PHMA-types, and to eliminate dirt and unknown 

materials more systematically 
2) be accompanied by a more thorough testing of unknown and 

extraneous materials, which decrease the product yield and purity. 

It could be advantageous to wash some of the raw materials to 

eliminate dust, dirt and floating plastics. After washing, air 

drying is required, but storage time seems adequate to eliminate 

all adhering moisture. 

The sorting should be accompanied by a transfer of the raw 

materials into containers, which allow easier handling than the 

jute sacks used at present. 

It is to be recommended that the product yield and raw monomer 

purity is determined for each batch separately, as a first step 

towards improved process and quality control. 

The sorting operation is, at present, no source of air or water 

pollution.. A more thorough sorting and cleaning, as reci:>mmended 

above, would result in a few wt. \ of waste solids and sludge, 

which require disposal. 

C.Pyrolysis furnaces 

The battery of 8 pyrolysis furnaces and cauldrons is operated 

batchwise. The products emerge under the form of vapours, which are 

cooled in heat exchangers using ordinary (30°C) cooling water. At 

this temperature the vapour pressure of MMA is still sizeable, but 

the total emission remains limited in size,together with the total 

flow of pyrolysis gas. The latter, however, has not been monitored 

during actual plant operation and hence is unknown in size and 

composition (Figure I). 
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The main problem of the pyrolysis system is its extremely low 
yield, combineo with various operating problems, such as 

- low yield of crude monomer (about 70-77 wt.,) 

- low grade of the crude monomer, which contains various ~urities 
as shown in Table 1 

- high consumption of coal 

- constant damage of the equipment 
-the heating by means of an open fire is a source of unsafety; it 

renders the quality uncontrollable and requires intensive labour 

- serious environmental problems. 

In fact, these are the problems to be solved by the UNIDO-Expert 
under the terms of the present contract. 
The better yield, which seems attainable by means of the 
ONIDO-process holds the promise of 
- lower raw materials losses 
- less purification problems 
- better product quality 

- less environmental problems. 

The yield of the SRRUC-system compared as follows to other yields 

Pyrolysis Yield of Crude Monomer Refined Monomer 
Technique Weight ' Weight t 

- SRRUC 
cauldron 70-77 42-49 

- Lead Bath 95 80 
- Screw-type 

Pyrolyser not available 85 

- ONIDO-technique not available yet not available yet 

Table 2 experimental yield factors in PMMA-pyrolysis 
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Batch 

Methyl formiate 

Methanol 11.08 

Acetone 0.96 

Methyl acrylate 0.38 

Methyl propionate 1.4 

Ethyl metacrylate 0.65 

? 1.3 

MMA 84.27 

lC0.04 

Mahle l.a. Analysis of Crude Monomer 

? 

Methanol 

Acetone 

Ethylmetacrylate 

? 

Methyl acrylate 

MMA 

0.06 

0.07 

0.32 

2.255 

97.00 

99.70 

Table l.h. : Analysis of Distilled Monomer 

Screw Pyrolysis 
(*) 

0.3 

1.83 

0.09 

0.49 

2.25 

0.39 

0.68 

93 .46 

99.49 

1.15 

0.046 

0.006 

0.23 

0.35 

1.19 

97.05 

100.00 

Table l Composition of Crude MMA according to local GLC-analysis 

(November 11, 1985) 

(*) Experimental Screw Pyrolyzer of SRROC 

9 I 
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The low yield may be attributed to various sources, the effects of 

which probably combine and enhance each other 
- limited purity of the PMMA raw material (presence of foreign 

plastics and of charges) : 
-poor quality of the raw materials (cf. 1) 

- long residence times of the PMMA (6-7 hours) and of the 

MMA-vapours (probably of the order of 1 minute) in the cauldron. 

(The Cauldron diameter is 0. 9 m, the height 1. 0 m, the volume 

approximately 0.64 m3, the charge 100-120 kg, with an apparent 
":' 

density 157-189 kg/m-) 
- formation of dimers or trimers in the liquid or the vapour phase 

- autocatalytic carbonization, due to local overheating 

- fugitive losses, distributed over the entire plant. 

At present the relative importance or contribution of each of these 

causes is hard to estimate. It is evident, however, t'"'at the 

actual procedures have to be changed drastically. 

There is no quality control at all during the pyrolysis; it is 

suggested that following quantities be monitored systematically 

- weight and identity of the charge 

- weight and composition of crude monomer 

- weight of residue (on a carbon free basis) 

- carbon ontent of the residue 

- pyrolysis temperatu=e in the plastic phase and .1.n the vapour 

phase 

- condensate flow. 

~t present the end of the pyrolysis process is derived from manual 

sensing of the wall temperature of the exhaust tube of the 

cauldron. There are no further controls regarding the operation of 

the process, the quality or yield of the monomer. 

The environmentol problems of the unit are related to 

1) the operation of 8 coal fires in a ~yclic mode : at the end of 

the operation the coal is covered with wet coal, to reduce the !ire 

to low proportions. At that moment volatile products escape 

unabated, since there is no postcombustion of them. 
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A simple cyclone was installed recently in the flue to the chimney: 
under its actual, unattended operating conditions it can only serve 
as a coarse grit arrestor. 

2) the loading of the hot cauldrons gives rise to fumes, which 
escape through the roof. The problem can be alleviated by the use 
of a simple, metal lock, grossly adjusted by means of a few, loose 
bolts onto the upper loading apertures of the cauldrons. 
Provisions will be required to aid 
in the compression of the charge. 

3) in the cauldron the unloading of 
pyrolysis residue gives rise to a 
similar problem. Moreover, when the 
operation is halted the following 
aperture B is opened, then the 
discharge aperture A. When the 
pyrolysis is not fully completed 
yet, subsisting products of 
pyrolysis burn for a short while 
above B. Furthermore, the 
carbonized residue is burned 
relatively clean of carbon while it 

-,._ ___ ,..__ 

- 1 

resides on the bottom of the Figure 2 : Loading System for 
use on the Cauldron• 

cauldron. 
This may result in a loss of about 1 kg of PMMA-residue, on a total 
charge of 100-120 kg charged, as well as in fairly considerable and 
uncontrolled emissions. 

It is noteworthy that the 8 pyrolysis cauldrons, although they are 
well constructed, are completely devoid of any measuring 
instruments. When the pyrolysis vapour duct no longer attains 
200°C (!) it is decided that product evolution is over and that the 
bottom of the plant has to be cleared ! In principle, the 
possibiliy is provided to measure oil productions of individual 
cauldrons, by means of a level indicating glass on 8 individual 
steel container. It is doubtful, however, that these 8 individual 
containers have been calibrated and that the volume contained is 
efficiently monitored as a function of pyroly•i• time. 
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At present the major hazards of the pyrolysis process are 

assoc.j.ated with 
1) ~he loading of the cauldrons, which is inefficient and cumbersome 

2)the opening of the loading aperture, which many gives rise to a 

blaze of the exhaust gase~ 

3)the operation of the coal fire 

4) the open storage of the crude monomer, which is unacceptable from 

a safety and an environmental viewpoint. 

D.Storage and Dandling of Liquids 

Crude Monomer (Figure 3) 

The volatile products of pyrolysis are gradually condensed by means 

of an air cooler, a water jacket and a tubular condenser. The 

condensate flows through separate lines into individual receivers, 
probably of an average dimension of 

0.4 x 0.4 x 1.2 m or about 200 liters 

which is amply sufficient to receive the product from one cauldron 

(charges of 100-120 kg). 

Each receiver is fitted with a level showing glass tube and with a 

vertical vent duct, used to eliminate non-condensible gases. 

After each run it seems desirable to ascertain the amount and 

composition of the crude monomer. This can be obtained by 

- calibration of the receivers 
- reading the level on the glass tube, fitted with mm-paper 

- taking a sample for gas chromatographic analysis. 

On the last day of our visit the gas chromatographic equipment 

becam£ operational again. The column allowed to make the 

distinction between several light products. Another column shoulG 

be made in order to distinguish between crude monomer and higher 

boiling dimers, trimers and heavies. 

(As an alternative, distillation at a laboratory scale could be 

used to characterize the product, especially with respect to the 

heavies) . 
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The individual receivers are emptied over individual valves into 
two large plain steel vessels, fitted into a cave. 
This method of storage is unacceptable, because of 

- safety hazards 
- evaporation losses and concomitant smells in ~he surroundings 

- the occurrence of oxidation with formation of 
(a) peroxides, which may initiate polymerization in an 

uncontrolled manner 
(b) formaldehyde and other volatile organics with a pungen~ smell 

Hence, the following corrective gaeasures are proposed : 
- calibration of the receiving vessels 
- providin9 the receiving vessels with a convenient sampling 

aperture, which can be closed after use 
linking the existing vent lines of the various receivers to a 
single vent, which is connected to a central treatment system 

- storing the crude monomer in one or more completely clo~ed 

vessels, fitted with all safeties normally prov~ded for storage 

of volatile liquids. 

Monomer and Prepolymer 

Several methods are in use for the handling and the intermedi~te 
storage of the liquid products (crude monomer, purified monomer, 
prepolymer, ..• ). 
They are based on gravity discharge, direct, manual transfer and 

aspiration by vacuum into an evacuated vessel. 

The handling arid conveying of liquids in numerous storage vessels 

is a diffuse source of vapours and smells il~ the various workshops . 

Hence, it is to be recommended that : 
l)all containers used in the various workshops be fixed and closed 

from the air. At the design phase, the possibility of blanketing 
the system wi~h nitrogen should be foreseen and eventually 
installed, in case the presence of oxygen would prove to 
d~teriorate product quality. Since all containers are closed t.he 
origins of fugitive losses forcibly disappear. The addition of 

pigments, pl a st ici ~•rs, initiator, etc. , can be handled over 
locks. Moreover, most of these compounds have a negligible 
vapour pressure or smell. 
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2)the various containers, mixers, reaction vessels should be linked 

by fixed, steel lines. The flexible tubing, which is sometimes 

used at present, should be banned, because of permeation losses, 

and especially because of the risk of cutting, rupturing, 

pu.~ct~ri..~q or loosenin9, which would lead to a dangerous spread 

of flammable liquids in the surroundings. Proper attention 

should be given to the quality of plumbing, which should use 

leakproof fittings. 

E. Distillatign. Salting Qµt and Rectification 

Present Procedures 

The crude monomer at present is purified in two steps : 

l)batch distillation, to remove a bottom fraction of the product. 

The unit is schematically depicted in Figure 4; it basically 

consists of a steam heated, jacketed cauldron, a column packed 

with Berl-saddles, a set of condensors and a salting-out unit. 

2)a batch rectification, under mild vacuum conditions, to remove 

lights as well as subsisting heavies (Figure 5) . The •pure• 

monomer is obtained as a fraction with a boiling range of ± 1°C 

at a pressure of about 560 mm Hg. 

Operating Conditions 

The light fraction is obtained at a pressure below 560 nm Hg and 

below 61°C. The •pure• monomer boils at a set pressure of 560 nun 

Hg with a temperature level of 61 ± 1°C. 

The heav~s boil at a still higher temperature; also the pressure 

rises above 560 mm Hg. 

The reflux ratio is given by a value 

of 1 while driving off the light fraction 

of 2 while distilling the purified monomer 

of > while exhausting the heavies. 
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Pig.4 ~istillation Unit (batch) 
present situation + reflux added 
cbarse • 6SOka period of operation (7h) 
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Operating prQhlems 

- Possibly the distillation und rectification may be combined int~ 

a sinqle operation 

- The grade of the refined product is too low (about !>6 \). A 

grade of 98 \ or better is desirable 

There are serious losses under the fora of 

(a) vent streams 

(b) lights 

(c) heavies 
- Salting out the distilled product yields a polluted wastewater 

with the f olloving characteristics : 

generation rate : 250 Liters, every 5 h 

COD-value 667 9 mg 02/L. 

Suggestions for fµrt;her study 

l)Since the present procedure of distillation is inefficient, it 

should be verified vh~ther its operation is warranted at all. 

Alternatively, some reflux could be practised, using only minimal 

modifications, as seen in Figure 4. 
In w. Europe a first distillation uses live steam, which is 

simpler in use, but gives rise to a problem of aqueous 

condensates. 
2)the salting-out operation at present is ill-documented. If an 

extension of the stud~ is granted, various methods of salting-out 

will be compared and their effect on product purity studied. 

3)the rectification unit seems to operate well. Moreover, once the 

new pyrolysis unit starts up, the raw material will probably be 

of better purity. 
4) it can be studied whether the heavy fraction forms an acceptable 

feedstock for the fluid bed pyrolysis unit of tJNIDO-Design. 

5) for the new plant, a continuous mode of distillation is warranted 

(800 T/annwn plant). 
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F. Prepolymerization 

P+esent Procedures (Figure 6) 

The crude monomer is mixed with the other ingredients, such as the 

initiator, ABN - azo bis iso butyronitrile, plasticisers, e.g. 

dibutylphosphate (DBP), and releasing agents, such as stearic acid. 

The raw material is stored in the material blending vessel (Figure 

6)and in the purified monomer storage vessel, both with the same 
composition. 

A stirred tank rea~or is filled with the content of the first 

vessel. The reactor is heated up to the tempei.-ature of reaction 
(91°C) bij means of a steam jacket. 

The reactor is directly venting into the workshop. 

Once the reaction is started the steam supply is replaced by 

cooling water. Moreover, in ~rder to maintain the temperature at 

its initial value monomer is added from the second vessel. 

Gradually the liquid becomes more viscous. 

Finally the prepolymer is discharged through a cloth filter into a 

storage vessel. (This operation is also a source of acrid smell in 
the workshop). 

The prepolymer is then aspired into the degassing vessel, which is 

connected to the vacuum pump. Degassing is continued for 40 
minutes. 

Finally the prepolymer is mixed with pigments in a vessel, which is 
only semi-covered. 
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Commt=nt s 

1) A discussion of the composition of the reactor ingredients 
(initiator, release agent, plasticises) is out of the scope of 
the present study. Still, the procedure of prepolymerization can 
be critized from 2 different angles : 
- the method of temperature control is entirely manual, an 

operator being required for continuous watching the glass 
thermometer plunged into the reacting bath 

- the reactor is venting in the immediate vicinity of the 
operator, which has to be protected from this exhaust by a fan, 

blowing this exhaust throughout the workshop. 

It would be much simpler to 
- install a thermostatic or thermoprogr•mmeble control, possibly 

after enhancing the cooling capabilities of the reactor. 
- draw a vertical exhaust line to the roof and connect it to a 

general exhaust system for further treatment. 

2)The operating conditions during the deaeration of the slightly 
viscous prepoJ.)'Dler are inefficient from a viewpoint of mass 
transfer rates. 

It is proposed to increase the contact surface between liquid and 

vacuum, enhancing the elimination of air and other gases, so that a 
shorter degassing period may be used. This, in turn, reduces the 
amount of monomer losses to the vacuum system. 

-
I \ 

-
f 

Fiqure 7 Improved degassing system 
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It is curious to note that, after this degass5.ng the prepolymer (a 
solution of some polymer in monomer) is again exposed to the air, 
while pigments are mixed into it and ~hile filling the moulds. 

This may lead to a dissolution of oxygen, a formation of peroxides 
and an erratic initiation of the final polymerization. Part of the 

poor quality of the PMMA-plates may be due to these circumstances. 

Moreover, the storage of prepolymer in half-open or periodically 

opened containers is a source of smell. 

The effect of pearlite and other pigments upon (pre-)polymerization 
should be investigated during an extension of this study. 

6. Polymerization 

Present Procedures 

The polymerization process involves the following operations 

l)preparation of the mould 
2) filling of the mould 
3)polymerization of the prepolymer in the mould, while the latter 

is maintained in a thermostatic bath 
4) demoulding 
S)quality control 
6)packaginq the PMMA plate. 

The mould plates are rubbed free from polymer or other adhering 

materials and cleaned with solvent. 

Each mould consists of two glass plates, of a size of about 80 x 80 
cm. The mould is completed by means of flexible rubber tubing, 
wrapped in a kind of cellophane film, to avoid the colouring of the 
PMMA by the (red) rubber tube. The tubing is curved in a O-form, 
following the 3 sides of the plate and (after filling) also the 

fourth side. It is maintained by means of spring loaded-clamps. 
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When the mould is filled, by means of a flat type of funnel, the 

top side is also closed, the entrapped air is eliminated ~nd 
clamping is finalized. 

Still, for a short while tiny bubbles are seen to mount to the 
surface. 

The plates are lined and placed in a frame. A set of about 36 

plates is suspended in a hot bath. The pt:>lymerizaticn of the 

prepolymer is initiated by the rise in temperature; later the bath 
absorbs the heat of polymerization. 

Demoulding is aided by means of a flat knife. 

During quality control a fair fraction of the plates is discarded, 

because of the extensive occurrence of small bubbles and even of 

large inclusions of a suspension of FMMA in water. Sometimes, one 

of the glass plates breaks altogether, which yields irregular PHMA 

skins in the mould and spillage of PMMA to the waterbath. 

Even the "normal" quality plates are but very rarely devoid of 

defects, such as a few bubbles. If these are small in number, the 
plates are sold as a second choice material. 
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Problems to be solyed 

l)The wa~er bath is a sc.u.rce of technical problems. The mechanical 

agitation is possibly a source of breakage of mould plates and of 

intrusion of water into the moulds. The precise mechanisms have 

to be investigated further. 

2) There is no method available to test the activity of the 

prepolymer. There is only a simple viscosimeter (measuring the 

time requir~1 for liquid to flow out from a vessel or for a ball 

to sink in the liqu~d). 

3) some kind of pigments (pearlite • basic lead carbonate) are 

suspected from interfering with the initiator. 

4)there is considerable deviation in the thickness of the plates. 

S)the adher:ince of the plate to the glass is uncontrollable and 

leads to more breakage. 

6)tbe effect of amplitude and frequency of tba excentric vibration 

is unknown. 

7)a remarkably large number of plates is spoiled by the prePence of 

bubbles. For this reason an improved degassing vessel design was 

vroposed. 

Suggested Approach 

1) investigate the present mould design from various viewpoints 

(occurrence of water leaks, shattering of the glass, labour 

requirements, control of the plate thickness, etc.) 

2) establishing better quality standards for the prepolymer and 

adhering to them, especially with respect to the cor.tent of 

impurities and of MMA monomer 

3) improving the control over the operating conditions during 

polymerization (temperature, time, agitation) 

4)any other suggestions brought forward by SRRUC or by detailed 

study of the operating circumstances. 
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II. Enyironmental and Occupational Safety Problems 

As explained in the introduction, the Management and Staff of SRRUC 

have urged the UNIDO-expert to prepare a preliminary assessment of 

the actual environmental problems of the PMtfA-pyrolysis unit at the 
Xingguang-f-.ctory. 

The following sources of environme~ ~:1 problems can be listed 

1) dust and noise problems in tt.e shredding of the PHMA. Explosion 
hazard. 

(Importance : secondary only) 
2) PHMA-pyrolysis 

- emissions of dust, so2 and unburnt organics by 8 coal fires 

(To be replaced later by new pyrolysis technology) 

- emissions of fumes during charging and opening of the cauldron 

(SRRUC to construct a more or less gastight lock-system) 

- emission of non condensable gases from the condensate receiving 
vessels 

(to local or central exhaust cleaning system) 
3) Crµde HMA Storage 

- fugitive emissions and deterioration of monomer quality by 
oxidation 

(SRRUC to construct closed storage tanks provided with all 
necessary safety features) 

4) Purified MMA apd Prepolymer 

- numerous fugitive emissions 

(SRRUC to construct a closed system, which can be purged and 
blanketed where necessary) 

5) Prepolymerization 

- vent exhaust should be sited out of the workshop and connected 
to the general exhaust system 

6) De-gassing 

- vacuum pump exhaust should be ful;y treated; important loss of 

.ionomer to the environment, as well as safety-haza=d 
7) fgJ. ·r-merization 

- moulds should be filled at a fixed location, which is equipped 
with adequate ventilation. 

The various fugitive emissions can be treated 

- by recovery in a suitable scrubbing liquor 

- by destruction in a flare system 
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In view of the importance of these problems a further and more 

detailed study seems warranted. 
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III. Suggestions to improve the Present Pyrolysis Ecviipment and 

Operating Procedures 

1. Prepare mass balances on a regular basis for charges of 

different origin. 

2. Improve the purity of the raw materials of foreign origin by 

more systematic testing and sorting. 

3. Improve the environmental standards of the pyrolysis unit by 

1) short range : 

(a) loading through a lock 

(b) unloading only after pyrolysis is fully completed and the 

cauldroll is completely outgassed. To avoid a lengthy 
overheating of the bottom a purge gas or steam could be 

used. 

(c) eliminating other sources of fugitive emissions in the 

reception and storage area. 

2) long range : adopt a technology, which promises a much higher 

yield of HMA. 

3) intermediate range upgrade environmental and proc&ss 

monitoring conditions. 

4. implement some method of analysis, such as 

gas chromatography (*) 

refractometry 
density at a specified temperature 

ASTM-distillation (*) 

for improving the quality control of the crude monomer 

(*) available already 

5. store crude monomer in closed containers only with (a) a 

reception container and (b) a container for product the qua 

lity of which has been controlled by analysis. 

Off-grade crude monomer should be treated separately. 
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6. controls of operating tempera•ure and product monomer flow 

rate are also essential in the pyrolysis unit. 

7. since the filler/carbonized materials probably promote the 

formation of carbon and by-products it is vise to empty the 

content of the cauldrons frequently <- after each batch) and 

thoroughly. The •pearlite• material is more dangerous in this 

respect. 

8. Tests may be initiated using a lead bath technology. Relevant 

patents are included in Annexe v. 

Environmental pollution should not be a problem, as far as the 

bottom of the cauldron does not burn through. This is an 

unfrequent occurrence in Europe, but the charged material is 

harmful in this respect, because it builds up a layer of ash on top 

of the lead bath, and leads to superheating and excessive thermal 

and mechanical stress on the bottom of the cauldron. 

The latter should be sufficiently strong to support the charge of 

lead : 1 cm of lead in a cauldron with diameter fo 0.9 m weighs 72 

kg ! Local overheating would impose a heavy burden on this bottom! 

In Europe the duration of pyrolysis in a lead bath cauldron is 

2 1/2 to 6h, depending on the quality (amount of filler) of the 

product. 
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3. Storage of Various Grades of Product. 

The various grades of product (crude monomer, distilled ' rectified 
monomer, prepolymer, and distillation bottoms) are stored and 

handled in open containers to a large extent. It is essential to 

ban this occurrence completely, in order to minimize environmental 

pollution as well as evaporation losses. There are vents on the 

tanks for intermediate storage of pyrolysis product, which contain 

a large amount of volatiles. Since most of these are at least 

somewhat soluble in water it is suggested to replace a vent to the 

atmosphere by the following system. 

Conclusigps 

The objective of our first mission to Shanghai was to 

visit the PMMA workshop in Shanghai and collect the necessary 

design data 

Thanks to the preparatory work of the SRRUC-team, this objective 

was attained without any difficulty. The expert exposed some of 

the benefits to be attained from the new UNIDO-pyrolysis sys;em, 

namely 

The further activities, i.e. 

conduct the necessary experimental work at a pyrolysis plant on 

a bench-scale to determine optimizations of the product yield. 

design a continuous pyrolysis production unit 

prepare a report on the results 

are now beind completed at a home basis. Afterwards the 

UNIDO-expert will return visit to PRC with results proposing the 

plant design and follow-up on the construction start up and 

optimization if desired. 

The consultant will also prepare a final report on the findings of 

his mission. 

Since various environmental problems and product quality issues 

•· remain more or less unsolved it seems plansible that SRROC will 
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Annexe IV. 

POSS~BLE FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES AT THE XINGGUANG FACTORY • 

1. Monitoring the sorting and grading of raw materials 

2. Monitoring the testing of lead bath technology as an interme

diate step to the implementation of UNIDO-pyrolysis technology 

3. Advising on crude and refined monomer storage and handling 

4. Advising on the collection and treatment of the existing ::fu-

gitive losses of monomer. 

5. Advising on the procedures for purifying the crude monomer 

based on (a) distillation (b) salting~out 

6. Revamping the prepolymerization and degassing units in order 

to reduce fugitive emissions and improve the quality of the 

prepolymer 

7. Advise on the procedures of production and the gradual im-

provement of quality and control of the PMMA-sheets 

8. Help in identifying, monitoring and treating all environmental 

problems and safety hazards in the plant 

9. Monitor the g~adual improvement of new technology, operation 

procedures and environmental controls. 
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Annexe V 

Patents related to PMKA Pyrolysis 
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3. lontlnuterllchH V.rfehnn ..... cleft Anl1tr0chln 
1 \lld z. clldlarch plcemaelcmet. dal da1 VeTfmhnn 
zur tlwrallchln Dlpol,.erlHtlon von Polymthyl
•thlcrylat (MW 'ftNendtt vtnl. 

4. fontlnulerllc:hn V.rfehnn ..... ""'1itw:h J, 
dadun:h .. i.m.lcmat, ••ell• Dtpol,.e1'i11tlon 
cm.,_ Ill ,..._ntulilenlch swllchen ZOO \lld 
IOO-C, wr:upwlH •oo bis soo•c, mrchpfOhrt 
wlrd. 

S. Yonl~ mr IMd\Rlhnl'I des V.rfahrens pall 

... MlplGclma 1 bis •• beltehlnd - ..... e.:
tnmr (1) mt Tnnspon1elncb m, "' ., .... Aus· 

trttuefta-. (J) •in f7To11Hnaktor <•> ellnkt 
"'l"Chlos._ bt, der •lnlft behehbann Mimntel 
(9) \lld •lM llUmronlch~ (5) aufwllt. 

6. Yorrtchtunt .- AnlpN:h s, dadur:h .. bm:alcmtt, 
dal itch la obenn Ablc•ltt des Py 'OlYHnahon <•> 
•lM Jlult11tuef6uta (7) IUr aufltnl .. '""'*t• ml 
Ill •Uren Ablc:Mltt •la nach unten ftlhnnder Jlullal 
(I) f9r die alcht pyrol11lelttann Antell• beflnden, 

1. \'orrlcha., ..... den MsprOchen s und 6, dadurch . 
•bm:alclwwlt, UI ell• llOhnorrlchtun1 (S) des l'yn· 

lysenatton <•> aus elner llllh1'19lle, vor1upwl11 
alt nnl-ten besteht, die dlnkt an die Tnnlpon
ldwlec:b CU des ExtNden (I) 1np1chlo11111 lit. 
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I. Vo1Tlcht11111 p!llllG den MlprtJchen S bl1 7, dadurch 

a-kemaelchnet, dal der PyrolyHreaktor <•> tell· 
"Ille alt elrw., Ill t'IHntlichen 1.Mrtlft IUT WI.-• 
illennp1 pelpeten, nlcht·1ufD~lpn Mlterlal 
(Ct), a.•fllllt lit. 

t. Vorrlcht11111 pllll An~nich I, dadurch pkemzelchnet, 
dal tier Prroly11re1ktor <•> alt Sand oder Mltall· 

"'""'· vorq.-lH bil ltwl IUT .. Ute pfUllt lit • 

10. Vorrlcht11111 ,..., den MlprOchen I \lld t, cladurch 
11lcenn11iclwwlt, dal Antell••• NT WltwUbertnp1 
,..tpeten, nlcht-psflt111lpn Mlterjalt (6) kontl• 
iailerUch ci. PyrolysereaktOT en~ \lld ppbln
enf1ll1 nach lhrer 111.-rauon dm Pyrolysereaktor 
wilder :upfllhrt •rden k&Nn. 

'1 • Vorrlcht11111 .... , .,. Mlprilchen I bil 10, cladurch 
pkenn&elchnet, UI da1 Ill wHntllchen inert•, zur 
Wll'lllObertnpa pelpu Material (6) Ill Krell 
pfllhn \lld alt Gu, llauch111 u.1. pheht wtrd. 
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Annexe VI 

Economic Parometers 

The total workforce of the PMMA-factory, which operates in 2 
shifts, is as follows 

per ahjft 

8 cauldrons 

distill./rectification 

prepolymerization + pigmsnt harmonization 
polymerization 

mould preparation 

water bath 

maintenance 
logistics 

analysis 

quality control 
packing 

5 o~rators 

2 • 
2 • 
12 .. 
6 .. 
6 " 
4 • 
1 • 
1 • 
1 • 
1 • 

41 " 

This number seems very high. Due to the summer period activity was 
low. Most work seemed to take place on a part-time basis. 

Other economic data 
Utilities 

Power 

Coal 

Steam 

Cooling Water 

0.1 Yuan/kith 

0.12 Yuan/kg 

0.05 Yuan/kg (low pressure) 
0.20 Yuan/kg (32°C) 

r.30 Yuan/kg (about 10°C) 
Raw Haterials and Prpdµcts 

PMMA-waste 3.0 Yuan/kg 
Monomer 8.0 Yuan/kg (Purity 98 t) 

HAnpower 

Operators 1.5 Yuan/man-hour 
E@ipment 

Raw material cost of plain steel 

2000 Yuan/tonne 

Equipment cost, simple equipment in stainless steel 

20000 Yuan/tonne 
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Annexe VII 

The SBBUC-teom 

Mr. Yuanq Yonglinq, Manager 

Mr. Zhang Dexinq, section chiefa 

Miss Sun Xiao Lu, asst. engineer 

Mr. Guo Bangda, technician 
Mr. Bu Zhongginq, vice Director 

of Xinqguanq Factory 

Mr . Liu Paopinq • 
Mr. Zhang Yanxias, interpreter 

Miss. Cheng Oiuying, • 

Mr. Xu Ruitian, engineer 

• 

~ashi District Branch 

SRROC 

SRROC 
• 

Nashi Branch 
• .. 
• 

SRROC 
• 
• 
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2. 

2. SELECTIOt...: OF AN lllPROVED ,,.,A PYROLYSIS llETHOD. 

Pyrolysis processes may be conducted in various types of reactors and 
modes. e.g. 

1. as a batch process. or 
2. as a continuous process 

1 . in an indirectly heated reaction 
2. in a directly heated reactor 
3. in a reactor with circulating heat carrier 

1. in a vertical shaft reactor 
2. in a rotary kiln reactor 
3. in a fluidized bed reactor 

OPTION (A) 

OPTION (8) 

OPTION (C) 

At present. the PMMA pyrolysis is conducted in a batch mode. in an 
indirectly heated pyrolysis retort. This productionmethod is described in 
detail in our previous report dd August 1, 1986. 

After consideration of various factors a contjnuoys flyjdjzecl bid type of 
reactor has been selected as an optimal means of conducting the process. 
A batch process will necessarily have a lower yield as well as le~s 
convincing safety and pollution records than a continuous plant. 
Moreover. at the scale desired by SRRUC (100-300 kg/h) a continuous 
operation becomes desirable. 
Option 83, featuring a circulating heat carrier, may be considered to be too 
complicated for this scale of capacity. Moreover, it would require very 
extensive development work. which cannot be completed within the scope 
of this proi 9ct. 
A vertical shaft reactor is unsuitable for the pyrolysis of shavings of 
PMMA (button factory). Moreover. a rotary kiln roactor presents a difficult 
seaUng problem, which entails suppl6mental environmental and safety 
precautions. 
By eliminatio:-1, a fluidized b&d reaction, eithe.r directly or indirectly 
heated, has been select9d. Its main advantages are : high yield, high 
selactivity, fast heat transfer and continuous elimination of the filler 
materials. . 
As a transition measure, cauldrons with some molten lead on the bottom 
can be tested and used at a scale determined by mechanical constraints. 
This method car. only be used as an interim solution because of the poor 
heat transfer characteristics which arise when treating pearlite filled 
PMMA. 



3. 

3. PREUlllNARY DESIGN COllPUTAnONS. 

The required performances of the improved unit are given in Annexe Ill of 
our previous report. 
Capacity : 800 tonnes/} ear 
This capacity can be realized in several ways : 

- unit CiDICitx : 100 kg/h 
A fully continuous operation (during 7 days/week) yields a weekly 
production of 16.8 tonnes/week. 
The required capacity is obtained, by operating 47 .6 weeks a year, leaving 
a meagre 4.4 weeks for maintenance (8.5% excess capacity) 

- unit capacitx : 200 kg/h 
Continuous operation for 6 days/week (136 hours at operating 
temperature) gives a weekly production of 27.2 tonnes/week, which leaves 
76.8% exCAss capacity, which is extremely ample. 

- unit caPacitx : 300 kg/h 
daily operation in 2 shifts of 8 hours limits the effective daily operation 
period to some 1 O hours at the desired temperature. The weekly 
production (6 working days) amounts to 18 tonnes/week, which leaves only 
11. 7% excess capacity. 
The desired capacity of the unit can be selected by SRRUC on the basis of 
the previous considerations. 

Fluidized Bed Units 

An jndjrectly heated unjt may either use steam or pyrolysis gas as a 
fluidizing medium. 
During start-up an external supply of steam is required. ~·•r computations 
are based on steam of 110°C. The minimum steam quality requirements 
are determined by the pressure loss over the plant. 

A directly heatld unit is simpler from a conceptual viewpoint, but also 
more delicate with respect to safety and environmental considerations. 
The fl~idizing medium consists of (a) gas 1?btained by (slightly sub·) 
stoichiometric combustion of gas mixed with (b) rec,-ycle gas tr) adjust the 
operating temperature. An afterburner should be foreseen to complete the 
combustion of the purge gas to the atmosphere. 
The prelimin&;y design computations are based on a fluidizing gas, 
resulting from stoichiometric cumbustlon. 
The recovery of MMA Is simpler in an indirect!/ heated unit. For large 
un~. however, the available heat transfer surface ~mes rate limiting, 
so that the tatter should be extended by sutt.ble means. 
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Prelimjnarv oesign Computatjons were conducted on a basis of mass and 
heat balances: only kinetic data have not been incorporated yet. Hence. it 
is assumed that pyrolysis proceeds sufficiently fast at the selected 
reaction temperature. The equations are given in Annexe. 
The following basic assumptions have been used : 
Bed Height - 1 m 
Bed material density - 2 400 kg/m3 (in case of indirect heating) 

diameter - 500 Jl 
The minimum velocity of fluidization (Um F heating) is computed from a 

correlation given in Reference (1) 
The fluidized bed(s) is (are) operated at a value of the superficial velocity 
u. which equals 3urnt. This value is optimal from a viewpoint of heat 

transfer and also ensures a thorough mixing of the bed. 
The heat of reaction is supposed to be 2 430 kJJkg PMMA converted (2); 
this value has to be confirmed in actual pra-;ttce. 
The over-all heat transfer rate coeff1Cient is supposed to be 0.5 kW/m2,h. 
which is a high value. . A lower real value could lead to capacity 
limitations in the case of indirect heating. 
The pyrolysis temperature in most computations is selected to be 500 °C. 
The pyrolysis rate is supposed to correspond with a heat consumption rate 
of 4.106 kJ/m3. h. The definition of this rate is given in Annexe. 

4. Discussion. 

The actual design data computations are given in Annexe II. 

In djrect heatjng the resulting data can be summarized as follow. 

capacity 100 200 300 kg/h 

Reactor Diameter 465 657 805 mm 
Gas velocity 249 249 249 mmls 
Fuel consumption 
(natural gas) 17.9 35.9 53.8 kg/h 
now rate cooling 

m3/h water 5.0 10.0 15.0 
Condensor Area 5.3 10.6 15.9 m2 

In tt•e hypothesis that the rate cf reaction would be adequate at 400°C the 
reactor diameter of the 100 kg/h plant bscomes slightiy smaller 
(4341? mm), along with the gas velocity (217 mm/s) and thtt fuel 
e;onsumptk>n rate {15.S kg.'h) .. 
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It can be concluded that the reactor yoluma is essenti~ly determined by 
the rate of heat generation by combustion. which based on losses :>f 10% 
deducted in this example amount to 4 million kJ/m3 • h. This is equ1V&tent t6 the 

- sensible heat, -delivered by the fluidizing gas ID the bed, a value which can 
easily be controlled by varying the Inlet temperature. The distributor of 
the fluid bed should be construc!ed from a heat resistant material. 
The major·unknown·factor, I.e. the bed temperature, does not have a large 
influence upon the individual design parameters. 

For inciiract beating the corresponding data become (same basic 
assumptions) soo•c. 

100 200 300 

Reactor Diameter 383 542 664 mm 
Stearn velocity 381 381 381 mmlS 
Fuel Consumption 
(coal) 30.0 65.9 106:9 kglh 
Steam consumption 45.2 90.4 135.5 kglh 
Heati~ag Md temp. 713 801 869 •c 
Shell diameter 880 980 1210 mm 
Flow rate cooing 3.8 7.8 11.4 m3/h 
Condensor Area 4.1 8.1 12.2 m2 

In this case the beat rel•u• rate corresponds to the amount of heat, 
transferred Into the bed fmm an other furnace. Ire this computation the 
latter is supposed to be an external fluid bed, In which either coal or gas 
Is fired. 
In the hypothesis that a sufficient production can be realized at 400°C the 
corresponding data become : 

Capacity 100 200 300 kg/h 

Reactor Diameter 388 520 837 mm 
Gas Velocity 381 381 381 mm/1 
Fuel Consumption 
(coal) 24.9 54.0 88.5 kg/h 
Steam Consumption 47.8 95.8 143.4 kg/h 
Hutlng Bed temp. 804.4 889 754 °C 
Shell diameter 810 890 1110 mm 
Flow rate co"llng 

m3/h water 3.45 8.9 10.4 
Condenaor Area 4.4 8.7 13.1 m2 

I 
I 

• ' -
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This results is in somewhat lower furnace temperature and fuel 
consumption values. 
In the last few computations the effect was studied of 
(a) using natural gas as a fuel instead of bituminous coal 
(b) halving the heat transfer rate at the fluid bed/wall interphase 
(c) using a finer sand particle size (0.25 mm) 
(d) using a much lower value for the heat of PMMA pyrolysis 

Variation (a) has no effect upon the pyrolysis bed and only a small effect 
on the shell diameter (0.71 in..;;tead of 0.66 m) 
Variation (b) leads to an unacceptably high temperature of combustion 
(926 °C instead of 713 °C) in the heating bed. 
Variation (c) reduces the steam velocity from 381 to 96 mm/s, leading to 
a reduced consumption of steam (10.6 instead of 45.2 kg of steamlh). The 
inner and outer shell diameter remain about the same, since they are 
determined by the :ieat balance. 
Variation (d) has a favourable effect upon : the reactor diameter, the 
combustion temperature and the consumption of coal. 

5. Advantages· and disadvantages of the Proposed System. 

Two versions of the PMMA pyrolysis system can be postulated : 

1. Internal heating by means of 
(a) a very hot fluidizing gas, gonerated by combustion of gaseous fuel and 
admixture of cold pyrolysis gas, or 
(b) immersed electric resistance, or 
(c) immersed internally heated tubes 

2. External heating by means of 
(a) an axtemal radiant furnace 
(b) an external fluid boo, heated by combustion of coal or gas 

In the first version (1 a) a neutral hot pyrolysis atmosphere is generated 
using an auxiliary furnace. The bed Is fluidized by means of a hot, non 
oxidizing gas. Furnace and pyrolysis reactor may be constructed from 
rlain steel, with an internal lining of refractory and insulating material. 
The flue gas is cleaned from sand and filler using a battery of hot cyclones 
(temperature above 100°C). 
The MMA Is condensed from the clean gas. 
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After completing condensation a droplet removal and demisting unit may 
be required. Part of the gas is recycled to control the temperature of the 
fluidizing medium, another part is bleeded and led to a flare or a 
postcombustion unit. 
In the design due attention should be paid to : 
- the design and control of the combustion furnace 
- the quality of the MMA recovery 

In all other versions steam is used as a fluidizing medium and the required 
heat is externally supplied, either by combustion of a fuel or by means of 

electric heating. 
Conceptually, indirect heating is much simpler and holds the promise of 
better control and yields. The reactor material, however, should be of a 
superior quality, especially in case the fuel contains sulphur. A plausible 
choice may be a chromium alloyed steel. 

The prefered design option, at present, is (in our opinion) solution 1b,1c, 

2a or 2b. 
A capacity of 100 kg/h can normally be attained using 

a bed diameter of 400 mm 
a steam flow of 10 to 100 kg/h (depending on the 
diameter of the sand particles) 
a relatively small condensor 
a stream of cooling water of the order or 2.5 to 5 
m3/h 

Some other pojnts of jnterest include 

1) the total flow rate from the pyrolysis reactor (basis • 100 kg/h 

capacity) 

PMMA, kg/h 
steam, '<g/h 
flue gas, kg/h 

Direct heating 

100 

254.6 

-
354.6 

indirect heating 
dp • 0.5 mm dp - 0.25 mm 

100 
45.2 

145.2 

100 
10.6 

110.6 

The flow is much smaller In indirect heating, especially in case a fine bed 
material is used. 
2) the bfat balance (100 kg/h capacity) 



--

Direct '-ting 

Heat of combustion 651 000 

of which 37.0% 
33.8% 
19.1% 

753000 

of which 31.9% 
39.9% 
18.1% 

Indirect heating 

Heat SUPPiied by furnace 461 000 
Tctal heat steam 110 000 

571 000 

of which 42.1% 
31.So.4 
26.1% 

kJ/h 

heat of pyrolysis 
sensible heat 
latent heat 

kJ/h 

heat of pyrolysis 
sensible heat 
latent heat 

kJ/h 
kJ/h 

heat of pyrolysis 
sensible heat 
latent heat 

(400°C) 

(500°C) 

(500°C) 
(500°C) 

The latent heat in the steam is an acceptable burden hr the process. 

Conclusions 

From preliminary design computations It follows that an externally healed 
reactor, constructed from a suitably 8llDyed S18el may be a good solutkll"f 
to the design problem at hand. 
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Annexe I 

HEAT BALANCES 

1. Case of External or Electric Internal Heating 

Thermal capacity • 

(Heat of Pyrolysis of PMMA) x (Feeding rate of PMMA) x 
(Conversion of PMMA) 

+ (Gas flow. Specific Heat gas 
+ Steam flow. SpeciflC Heat stea!':l + oil flow. x Specific Heat oil 
+ Ash flow. Specific Heat ash) x (Temp. of Pyrolysis - 20) 

+ (Latent heat of evaporation of steam x flow rate of steam + latent heat 
of evaporation of oil x flow rate of oil) 

- (Feeding rate of PMMA. Specific Heat of PMMA) x CTfeed - 20) 

- (Feeding rate of Steam. Specific Heat of Steam) x (11 C-20) 
- (Feeding rate of Steam. Latent Heat of Evaporation) 

Reference temperature • 20°C. 

~ : The steam term is slightly inaccurate. 
Steam flow. Specific Heat Steam 
Oil flow. Specific Heat Oil 
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2. case of Heating by combustion gases 

Thermal capacity -

(Heat of Pyrolysis of PMMA) x (Feeding rate of PMMA) x 
(Conversion of PMMA) 

+ (Gas flow. Specific Heat gas 
+ Steam flow. Specific Heat oil 
+ Ash flow. Specific Heat ash) x (Temp. of Pyrolysis - 20) 

+ (l.cdent heat of evaporation of steam x flow rate of steam + latent h1tat 
of evaporation of oil x flow rate of oil) 

- (Feeding rate of PMMA. Specific Heat of PMMA) x (Tfeed - 20) 
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Moreover, a full-scale test was perfonned on one of the large cauldrons under normal 
production circumstances. 
The 18SUlls of these experimenlS 818 analysed is this report. togelher with the 
feasibi&ty, economics and recpred investn18f11 of such systems. 
On the basis of the available experimental 18SUlls and of the design computations 
performed by Dr. Schoeters (VUB), the UNIDO-expert also investigated the 
possibilties for a Promrt implementation of the UNIDO pyrot/Sis technology at the 
Xingguar.g factory of SRRUC. 
It was concluded from this analysis that a demonstration plant can be built almost 
immecfaately, with construction of almost d new parts of this plant in Shangai,but also 
that further support of UNIDO to this demonstration is a justified and necessary 
requirement. On the basis of these considerations SRRUC win propose a Protocol to 
UNIDO, which has the full support of Dr. Buekens. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report deals mainly with the rasuls of the experimental work. conducted during 
the stay of the UNIDO-expert in Shanghai, and with the conclusions that can be 
reached on their basis regarding the future PMMA Pyrolysis Demonstration plant. 
operating accordng to the process developed by UNIDO and we. 
The Chinese counterparts have praparad the ,..rs visit on the basis of the 
Programme in Annexe I. There was one major adcltion to this programme : on 27, 29 
and 31 December experimenlS were conducted by the SRRUC-Taam, accordng to the 
desires of the UNIDO-Expert In this respect. a word of praise should be granted to the 
SRRUC-Team for their promptness and dlgence in conducting such work at a very 
short notice. 

In the course of this visit, 11118 attention was paid to the downstream operations 
(distillation, salting out. purification, prepolymerizali, ... ). which raceived 
eo11Siderable attention during the first visit. although they are not within the scope of the 
present UNIDO-Projecl 

On the basis of the information available at present It is possible to design a 
PMMA-Pyrolysis Plant. featuring the UNIDO-developad tac~ ·'IOlogy. 
This technology wiD provide a ligher procb:t yield and purity, a lower consumption of 
coal, as wen as better environmental and safely standards. After the sua:essful 
conclusion of the demonstration project a Nnewed attention should be given to the 
downstream operations, which wiD amply benelt from the upgradng of the pyrolysis 
systems. This could form the basis of a further extension of this programme. 

--· 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

1. After the comprehensive and dedicated efforts of the SRRUc-tearn throughout the 
experimental programme of technology development and design It seems fair to 
continue the UNIDO-support to this programme at the Inception of its second phase, 
i.e. the construction, start-up, operation and optimization of a full scale demonstration 
plant. The latter will be based on UNIDO-developed technology. The requested 
financial support seems relatively imited in comparison to the pursued results and to 
the own financial effort made by SRRUC. 

2. The help from UNIDO could take three forms : 

- to finance the training ot SRRUC tachnicians in Europe 
- to provide further expert help during the second phM8 of the project 
- to buy some measurament and control equipment, which at prMent Is IC8l'C81y 

available in the PRC. 
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L •PROvatENTS AT THE XINC~UANG FACTORY .. 

On the basi$ of the recommendations of the UNIDO-Expert several improvements were 
implemented at various .._\s of production. 

- the sorting of raw PWM 
- the construction of an wmronmentally acceptable loarlng system 
- the closing of the crud8 PMMA-tanlcs by means of removable covers 
- the closing of the selling out unit. to avoid evaporation, oxidation, and air pollution. 

The expert c:oncludes that the proposed measures form a step forward in a clrection of 
gradual improvement ; further progress is stil possible in : 

- the amplification of local PMMA testing facilties at the sorting stage 
- the extension of the new loaclng system to a system for faeclng the PMMA to the 
demonstration plant 

- the redesign of all MMA and prapolymer handing facilties 

The latter activity is warranted especially after the succesful completion of the pyrolysis 
unit demonstration project. 



I 
I. EXPER111EN1S USING 1HE SRRUC TIN BATH TECHNOLOGY 

inanal dam8ler: 
ianal heigtC : 
wal ticlcness : 
waigtt cauldron ('II assel) : 

(Topld): 
(TOlll): 

cross-section of cauldron : 
volume of c:aJkiron : 

150mm 
200mm 

Smm 
14.33 lcg 
6.331cg 

20.661cg 
1.767~ 
3.53cim3 

The amount of malarial chalged w ellhar 500 a or 250 g. n. amount of lln was 500 
g or some "ml (al room tlmpeildlll8). 

The cauldron was heal8d by means of a 8111111118. c:ombustlng egg-shaped coal 
agglornelales. 

Three expef.menlS .... pertonned: 

A : using 500 g of pearll8-lled PMMA plale punchings 
B : using 500 gr of PMMA-plale (clear. cobnd or tied) 
c : using 250 g of pearlle-tiled and Olher shavilgS 

The tempelalur8 was rnonllor8d as tolo• : 

Tw • wal tempera1Ur8 rn8MUl8d by a thermocouple at the level of the tin bath. The 
tempenlbn is prasumed to conaepond to ............ of this bath but In ntalty 
may be somewhat lower, clle to cooing along the thermocouple p1Dl8ction tube. 

Texh •temperature read by means of a mercury thermomeler localed In an Nert irm 
the exhaust lne 

Occ•1ioilaly, the wal tempellllur8 of the cauldron was inv98tigated and found to vary 
rather erraticaly wllh laealion and time. 
The procb:tion of condll11818d crude MMA w mouilored as a function of time, along 
with the various temperalur8I. 

During experiment A. the temperabn Tw lrst rme rapidly to 238-c 
(first drupa), then continuously ,... unlll the end of the experiment to • ftnal 
temperatu'8 of 321-C (50 miru. laler). The OUlllde temperalur8 of the cauldron 
varied In the top l8Clion of the VII .. in a range, which W 30-eo-c lower at the llart, 
and afterwardl remained constant al. tempendUra below 200-C. 



IL RESUL 1S AND DISCUSSION. 

When the coal fire was burning wall the cauldron. filled with the PMMA sample. was 
installed on top of the fire. First the bottom and gradually the complete cauldron were 
heaied. A characteristic point ir. this healing procacllre is the time elapsed between 
the start of the experiment and the production of the first drop of crude MMA. This time 
can be reduced considerably by animating the tire with the aid of a forced draft fan. 

After the iritial drop of crude monomer is observed the rise of the 1in bath temperature' 
Tw may continue. halt. or even reverse. This depends on the relative value of the two 
following entities : 

'heat transferred from the coal fire to the charge' 
and 
'heat con.sumption by pyrolysis' 

In early experiments the temperature generally continued increasing, which means 
that the first term remains higher than the second. In experiment C the metal became 
considerably overheated, before the loose shavings would report to the bath for 
pyrolysis. 
At. that moment the temperature of the bath started decr8asing dramatically. 

The rate of the crude MMA production may depend on : 

• the temperature of the tin bath 
• the quality of the PMMA supply to e.e surface of this bath (density, melting or flow 
behaviour). 

In the course of each experiment the production rate can be computed on the basis of : 
r •crude MMA generaledfmioote 
After an iritial period of rising rates, this producdon rate remains fairly constant 
throughout the major part of the experiment. By the end of the experiment the rate 
again falls off and eventually drops to zero. 
The gas flow from the reactor could not be measured. no flow meter being available. 
For future experiments, the use of a simple gas bubble flow meter or of a capillary flow 
meter is recommended. 
The amount of residue was remarkably small after experiment A, with very little filler 
material or carbon visible. The latter is loosely present on the wall more or less up to 
the height of the original load but especially occurs on some tin flakes on the metal 
bath. 

In experiment B the final amount of carbon was definitely higher; experiment C showed 
a large amount of filler (pearlite) as well as a relatively high amount of carbon. The 
latter may be associated with the large overheating of the metal bath prior to the start of 
the reaction. 
The quality of crude monomer, for the first time, was monitored in experiment A, B and 
C, by means of gas chromatography. 

.. 



It can be concluded that the quality is determined by three factors : 

- the best product is generated during steady-state production, initial and final product 
being of a lower quality 
- the decomposition of material, generating lght products rises from the start up to the 
end c,f the experiment and even further, during the next experiments (B and C) 
This could be associated with a rise in the amount of carbon available in the reactor. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS REGARDING THE FUTURE OF THE TIN BA TH 
TECHNOLOGY. 

From the experiments it is concluded that tin bath (or leat bath) technology is feasible 
for the PMMA pyrolysis. 
The molten metal homogenizes the bottom temperature of the cauldron and improves 
the heat transfer to the charge, especially when agitated by falling pieces of PMMA Qn 
continuous feeding) or by mechanical agitators (cf. theRohm & Haas patent in Annexe 
IV). 

On the other hand the technology shows the following imitations, with respect to the 
proposed UNIDO-technology : 

1) the carbon and filler materials are not eDminated from the reactor and accumulate, 
enhancing the formation of more carbon and leading to overheating of the metal. 

2) the charge has only Hmited contact with the heating medium. In UNIDO technology 
this contact is very intimate and does not decrease with time. 

3) the tin bath is relatively costly; some losses will occur (say 0.5 % per charge) and 
after a certain period of time the tin will have to rerefined. 

The requirements of a full-scale cauldron amount to : 

[ Q.2Q 12 x 500 g c 18 kg 
0.15 

at 'usuar tin values of 10-12 $Jkg r> 
this leads to an inventry of 180-216 $/cauldron and a loss at every charge of 1 $/charge 

• the present price Is unusually depr9888d. 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING OF THE HOT CAULDRON TECHNOLOGY. 

The test of the large cauldron was conducted in a similar fashion with, however, a few 
cifferences : 

1) the temperature of the charge could not be monitored. 
Hence, special attention was paid to the temperature of the top of the cauldron and of 
the exhaust ine. The figures are given in Table 5. 

2) the rate of crude monomer production could not be monitored with precision. Still, 
the time of the initial production as well as the total quantity produced could be 
followed up. 

3) for the first time the rate of gas production at this plant could be detarminec:I with 
suitable precision. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 

Experimental data 

Heating period : 17 minutes (first appearance of oil) 
Production period : 78 minutes 
Production rate (average): 20.4 kg/h (without) 16.7 (with start/ and stop included) 
Continuing gas production, without visible oil condensation : about 1 o minutes. 
The analytical data of the various samples show : 

1) definitely higher quantities of by-products, lghts as well as heavies 

2) increase of the lightest products as a function of time 

NOTE : On the bmil d the tempnlUrea '9CDrdJd Ind an pr9Vloul measanmen11 •can be concluded that the 
llltained ~Ids were t*'ized by (a) larger helling ,... Ind (b) lhort8r production periMtl 1iian usual I 
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From experiments and obl8Mlllions it can be concUdld tta: 
1) a batch system giV88 rise to much icl8 time (healing up. C88lng doMl. Uning 

out. reactivating the fire). This lwllto a lol8 of C8iBtJ of 25 % in 81111emely 
optimized conditions. of 35 % in mm raalstic cmdiona. -

2)a batch system yieiU.~ sub-Slandllld pradud. balh inltialy and by the end of the 
batch production. ll0f80ver. thel9 is a continuous dlbhiolalon with time. 

3)a large-scale system yields a proclJct • which is very much inferior to that of a 
small scale system. 

For these reasons the use of continuous technology, featuring a 
reasonably fast heating of the raw material and a lmited rasidence time of the 
volatile products is strongly advocated. These desirable features can be obtained 
using ·lead or ttin bath technology 

-fluiclzed bed technology. 

The latter presents superior characteristics with respect to a rapid 
heating and mixing of the charge and the automatic removal of char and fillers 
from the reactor. ensuring a superior continuity of heat transfer rates and opera
tion in general. Moreover. its operation is simple and safe. 

ff UNIDO continues to support this project throughout its second, 
demonstration phase, the following aspects should rec.. ve further consideration: 

1) enhancin; the capacity of the actual coal-fired furnaces by providing a more 
modem coal feeding system, enhancing the temperature of corrt-ustion and 
the quality of radiant heat transfer. Also the grate and flue gas system should 
be revamped, to improve combustion efficiency, enhance furnace capacity, 
and reduce coal consumption and environmental amissions 

2) an evaluation of the operation of the demonstration plant and its optimization 
to obtain maximum yield and purity minimum coal requirements, and a larger 
throughput than will be availab'• wilh the existing coalafired furnaces 

3) a critical appraisal of the downstream operations with respect to occupational 
hazards and safety, emissions and other environmental hazards. 

-1 
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Proposed Progra~-rHs for Prof. Alfons Buekens 
~ission to Shanohai 

Dec. 23. Tuesday 
21:30 Leaders of SRRUC and Nanahi District Branch 

meeting Prof. A. Buekena at the Shanghai 
.airport 

Dec. 24, Uedneaday 
Forenoon 9:00 Departure tror Xingguan Plastics Factory 

Diacuasing the proposed progra ... 

12:00-13:30Luncheon 
Atternoon13:30-15:30 Sita-visit to the PPlftA workshops, SRRUC• 

Evening 11_:30 
Dec. 2s. Thursday 
Dec. 26. Friciay 
Forenoon 8:30-12:00 

12:00-13:30 

tea• au ... rizing necessary works •ade for 
improving the existing t•chnology .nd 
equiPll8ftt 
Uelco- banquet 
Touring activities 

SRRUC-tea• briefing on the experi .. ntal 
data about lead-bath •nd tin-bath 
Luncheon 

Afternoon13:30-17:00 Pror. A. Buekens reco ... ending the P"MA 
pyrolysis tests at ho .. 

Dec. 27, Saturday 
Forenoon 8:30-12:00 Prot. A. Buekens analysing the pyrolysis 

exp•ri•ent 
Atternoon13:30-17:00 Requesting Prof .·A. Buekens to put forward 

the prelillinary design ot an Japroved PfilftA 

pyrolysis syste• and aake a study of the 
reco1U1ende• proposal about the r .... ibility, 
econo•ic benifit and estimated investment 
ot tne syate• 

Dec. 28, Sunday 
Dec. 29, l'londay 

8:30-17:00 
::>ec.30, i -ssday 

Touring activities • 

L•change ideas on the system 
Discussion going on as ye•terday 



Dec. 31 1 Yednesday 
8:30-17:00 

Jan. 1, Thursday 
Jan.2, rriday 

8:30-17:00 

lan.3, Saturday 
Forenoon 8:30-12:00 

--

Consulting uith Prof .A.Buakens on i•proving 
tha existing PPll'IA recycling technology and 

the operational facilities 
Touring activities 

Discuaaion on the general aspects of the 
project 
Dratting the protocol 

Requesting Prof. A.Buekens to design the 
complete flow-chart of the reco...nded 
pyrol,yais syste• 

12s00-1JsSO Luncheon 
Afternoon13:30-11:00 Dpan 

... 
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FLUIDIZED BED PYROLYSIS UNIT ACCORDING TO THE UNIDO TECHNOLOGY 

DEVELOPED BY THE FREE UNIVERSITY OF BRUSSEl.S 

Basic er11IC(ples of OJ-llQQn 

The PMMA is pyrolysed in a tUdized bed reactor featuring : 

- the use of fine sand (average particle size of 0.25 mm or smaller), in order to attain 
smooth fluidization with a minimum of fluidizing vapour. Entrainment of bed 
particles is minimized by the use of a disengagement section. 

- the use of a special distributor, blowing out downwards the fluidizing muum to 
ensure a proper cooing of the reactor bottom, which is exposed to intense radiation 
from the furnace. 

The bed is fUdized by means of 

- external steam (during start-up or emergency) 
- evaporated process water (normal operation) 
- alStillation heavies (when desirable) 

or a suitable combination of these media After minor mocflfications pyrolysis gas can 
also be used as a fluidizing medium, but its intermediate storage would require the 
erection of a fairly large gas holder. 

The PMMA feedjng system can be based on a combination of rocking valves 
(as in the Fmgure), or of one siding and one motorized metering valve. 
It is essential that it remains airtight. 

The pyroiysis products are fr&ed from entrajnecl sand by means of a wide 
disengageinent section on top of the bed. A cyclone takes care of the accidental 
entrainment of bed particles and of the removal of coarse dust partjcles. 

The exhaust line is slightly inclined, in order to allow for the evacuation of 
high-boiling condensate. The balance of the condensate is condensed in two steps. 
The first condensate, containing most of the high boiling material, can be recycled into 
the reactor. The balance flows into a condensate storage container, in which it 
separates into two layers (crude MMA and aqueous condensate). 

The permanent gas leaving the plant is cooled by means of an ice trap, in order 
to minimize the spreading of MMA into the environment. 

The aqueous condensate is normally selected for recycling as a fluidiZing agent 
by means of a valve 



A volumetric pump presses the liquid through an evaporator bundle. The 
resulting mixture of steam and water is separated and allowed to flow back over ~ 
condense pot. The steam, after droplet removal, is superheated in a second bundle, 
situated in the convection section. 

During start-up and in case of failure of the feedwaler pump external steam from 
t!le steam grid of the factory is provided. 

The superheated steam is injected through a three ring distributor, fitted with 
downward-directed ho~. 



--

Teclmlcal Speclflcatlpm 

Reactor : pipe of 16" or sirrilar size 

C>istnbulor : c:Omposed of (Fmgure 1) 

- a central steam duct 
- three feeder headers 
- three circular distnbutors, fitted with 120 holes 

Each hole is directed downwards under an angle of 45°. The evolving steam jets 
should be equally distributed over the entire bottom of the cauldron, in order to ensure 
adequate cooing. 

Diameter of the holes : 1 mm 

Evaporation Section : 

14mof1/'rtube (21.3 x 3 mm) 

Syperbeating Sectjon : 

5.8 m of 1/'r tube (21.3 x 3 mm) 
2.3 m of 314• tube (26.9 x 3.5 mm} 

In case the steam superheat temperature is excessively high a by-pass should be 
created between the outlet of the furnace and the chimney. 

Feedwat!r Pump 

metering pump with cogwheels or piston with variable speed and/or stroke length 
gaskets in PTFE 
flow rate : 10-20 Uh 
pressure : at least 50 m Water Column 

Steam Qroplef Separator 

see drawing (Figure 2) 
Scale 1/4 
hydrostatic removal of condensate (type Sarco FT 1/'r) 

Hearth 

The hearth should be upgradad so that the capacity rises to 28.4 kg of coal. This 
should be possible using a grate of 1 m2. 

--~~- --~---------- ---------------------



Height of the Untt (Figure 3) 

- grate and ash compartment 0.3 m 
- flaming coal 0.4 m 
- fluic..zed bed (expanded state) max 1.4 m 

empty tube+ <f1S&ngagement section) 0.75 m 

+ feeding system 

Bridgewall : height 15 cm 
length at least 40 cm 

Convection Sedjon 

weight 1ocm 
length 100 m 

2.85 m 

s 
The convection section should be acc8sable for cleaning. 

Chjmney : transition of 600 cm2 

Construction materials : 

refractory masonry or concrete, with external insu~on in order to reduce heat losses 
and maximize the wall temperature 

Condensgr: first SICfjon (condensation) 

cooling and condensing to 1 OO°C 
required heat exchange surface : 5 m2 

on a basis of 1200 Uh of cooling water, with a temperature rise from 23 to 53°C. 

second sectjon (cooling) 

further cooling to 30°C 
required surface : 0.5 m2 

1 O m tube of i12· (21 .3 x 3) 
or 1· (33.7 x 4). 

Storage 7 

disengagement of non-condensables, which are evacuated through an externally 
insulated ice-basket. 



Pjping Cin 112· tube$> amt lnstrumentatjon 

(a) between storage 7 and positive displacement pump 
two feed po;nts, one in the water fraction, a second (normally closed~ in the MMA 
fraction 
before the pump : coarse and fine strainer and a drain 

(b) between pump and evaporator section:rnanometer and thermometer fitting 
safety valve for water pressure lines 

(c) separator is fitted with a tangential inlet and a condensate purger 

(d) for starting up a steam line with condensate removal is provided. Fitted with 
manometer, suitable for steam grid and an adjustable expander, adjustable in 
between 0.1 and 3 bar overpressure. 

- the line towards the superheater contains a manometer of 0-3 bar overpressure 
and optionally a thermometer S0-200°C 

- the outlet of the superheater has (a)l fitting for a safety valve (steam) opening at 3 
bar overpressure, (b) a thennowell 100 to 600°C, (c) a manometer 0-3 bar 
overpressure · 
connection to fluidized bed : ~ ~rawings. 

- in the fluidized bed and above the bed : thermowells for the range 50-600°C. 

- before the condensor a safety water slot with a height of 3 m and a pressure 
indicator in a range from -0.5 to +0.5 bar. 
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1. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS : FITTINGS 

1.1. E!uiciZld bed 

Filling with sand : density 2 400 kg/m3 
particle size 0.250 mm 
volume 152 lter - weight 370 kg 

1.2. Prassure drop 

1.2.1. through bed 0.34 bar. sand weight fan2 

1.2.2. through orifice 
1.2.3. through superheater 
1.2.4. sub total 
1.2.5. through vaporiser 
1.2.6. total 
1.2. 7. through cyclone 
1.2.8. through condenser 

at 1 OO°C OlJtlef bed 
0.05bar 
0.08bar 
0.47bar 
0.1 bar 
0.57bar 
0.1 bar 
O.Obar 

1.a. Pressure readings arid Pressure Dials sgecifications 

1.3.1. inlet condenser o.o bar up to 0.01 bar 
1 mano-depressometer -0.1 up to +0.1 

1.3.2. inlet cyclone • 1.3.1 + 1.2. 7 -= 0.1 bar 
1.3.3. outlet superheater 

1 manometer o to 5 bar (1.3.2. + 1.2.2. + 1.2.1.) 
1.3.4. outlet steam separator 

and inlet additive steam 1.3.3 + 1.2.3. = 0.66 bar 
1 manometer o to 5 bar 

1.3.5. outlet pomp 1.3.4 + 1.2.5. • 0.76 bar 
1 manometer o to 5 bar 

at 45Q°C outlet bed 
0.1 bar 
0.12 bar 
0.56 bar 
0.1 bar 
0.66 bar 
0.1 bar 
O.Obar 

1.3.6. inlet pressure reducing device • Plant boiler pressure 
1 manometer Oto boiler pressure 

1.4. Satetv yalyas 

1.4.1. superhgatecf steam 
opening pressure 3 to 5 bar 
A TT : make sure that escaping MMA vapor cannot hurt people or e>eplode 

(Pressure is set that high too avoid opening of this safety item). 
1.4.2. pump outlet 

Because pump is of a positive displacement type a safety valve set at 5 bar is 
necessary this valve can be inside the pump or outside on the outlet pipe. 

In that case bring the escaping fluid back to the pump feed. 
1.4.3. U-tube safety on vapor before condenser. 

Give this tube a height of 3 to 5 meter to ensure a pressure lower than 0.5 bar 
and avoid air introduction by vacuum up to -0.3 bar. 
A TT : be sure that escaping vapors and or fluids cannot hurt people or 

damage materials (temperatuf8 up to 450°C). 

1.5. Strainam 

1.5.1. the poeitive displacement pump has to be protected with a strainer on the feed I 
ine, gauge following pump manufactuf8 instructions. 

• 



1.5.2. it is recomr. · · 'ed to protect the steamtrap inlet with a strainer. but this is not 
compulsory. 

1.5.3. just before the inlet of steam in the reactor place a filter with max. clameter 0.5 
mm. 

1.6. Steam trap 

The fluids separated from steam in the separator are evacuated by a steam trap. 
This must be fully hydrostatic. that means only infklenced by fkJid level and not by 
temperature. Only float ball type with closed ball is suitable. 
Therm~'JUUllic, thermostatic, inverse bucket, open bucket or labyrinth types are not 
acceptable. 
If maximum level in the condensate tank is higher than steam trap level, steam trap 
outlet must be fitted with a check valve (avoiding return flow). 
The fluid from the steam trap goes to the pump inlet 

1.7. feed pump. 

Positive dsplacements pump - this means or piston pump or gear pump. 
feed flow : adjustable manually from 1 O up to 20 lter/hour 
feed pressure : up to 5 bar. 

1.8. Monitoring yabtes. 

1.8.1. the settling and storage tank has three valves : 
1.8.1.1. drain valve in the bottom 
1.8.1.2. water tapping valve 0.1 m above bottom 
1.8.1.3. PMMA tapping valve 0.1 m above water/PMMA separating level 

1.8.2. feed pump inlet drain valve 
1.8.3. steam feed from plant boiler 
Diameter for all of the above dscribed valves is 112 • 
1.8.4. cooing water system needs 5 valves : 

1.8.4.1. drain valves emptying the system fll • 112 • 
1.8.4.2. 
1.8.4.3. 
1.8.4.4. 4 valves authorising both either serial or parallel feed 
1.8.4.5. towards cooler and condenser fll • 1 112 " 

1.8.5. PMMA feed 
2 butterfly type valve from which the lower 
1.8.5.1. is fitted with a hard seat and the upper with 
1.8.5.2. soft seat " • 4 " 

monitored by power pistons (air, oil, steam) or manually 
1.8.6. ash remover from cyclone 

1 butterfly type valve hard seat Ill 4 .. 
1.8.7. unconclensable drain valve 111•112" 

Progl'888ive opening type (e.g. needle valve or ball valve with 
triangular grove) 

1.8.8. Pr888Ure reducing device on plant boiler steam &ne (automatic-membrane type) 
e 1 /2 " Inlet presiure • boiler premire 
outlet pr111Ure • from 0.3 up to 3 bar 
flow. from O up to 30 Kg steamlhour (max 15 Kg at 0.3 bar· 20 Kg at 1 bar) 



1,9. Temperature mntmls 

1.9. 1. feed temperature - outlet feed pump range 1 Oto 70°C 
1.9.2. steam temperature from separator range 100 to 200°C 
1.9.3. steam temperature from superheater range 100 to 600°C 
1.9.4. vapors temperature inlet cyclone range 100 to 600°C 
1.9.5. condensate temperature outlet cooler range 1 o to 70°C 

2.GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS PIPING 

2.1. from tank to feed pump 112 • 
2.2. from pump to separatOr 112 • 
2..3. from separator to pump 1/2 • 
2.4. from boiler to separatOr 1/2 • 
2.5. from separator to superheater 112 • 
2.6. from superheater to injectors 314 " 

a <kJbbel set of flanges on both sides of l'88Clor wall are necessary for 
disconnecting 

2. 7.1. from reactor to cyclone 2 • 
2. 7.2. from cyc1o,. to cUI (ash) coleclor 4• min 1 m 
2.8. from cyclone to storage tank 

2.8.1. from cyclone to condenser 4• 
2.8.2. safety U-tube 4• 
2.8.3. from condenser to ccoler 1 .. 
2.8.4. from cooler to tank 1" 
2.8.5.coolng water pipes 1112 • 
2.8.6. uncondensables from top condenser to 1ank 112. " 

All tubes following DIN 17175 or ASME 1068 or Simular. 

3. GENERAL INSTRUCTION HEAT EXCHANGERS 

3.1. vaporizer surface 0.8 rn2 
•tube 1fl • (21.3 x 3 mm) 
lenght 14m 

3.2. superheater surface 0.5 m2 
of which 213 e 112" tube • 5.8 m lenght 
of which 113 e 314• tube• 2.3 m lenght 
314" • 26,9 x 3,S mm 

Vaporizer and superheater are installed in & apace, 0.1 m width and 1 m length 
between two insulating refractory brick walls. 

3.3. condenser. 
• one or more concentric coils total surface 5 m2 cooing water in tubes - vapors in 

Shel!· 
• water flow 1 200 llh from 23 to 53 °C 
• minimum water speed in tubes CJ,5 m/sec 

3.4.cooler 
·one 11:!' inside a 11/4" pipe 
• total surface 0.5 ~ (32 x 4 mm) 
enght7.6 m 
condensate in 1/2" pipe 



cooling water in 114· pipe 

3.5. wild vapors condenS&r 
tl.tbe • 200 rnm length 600 mm filled with ice 
with tube inside tank down to separation level PMMA/water 
see filing on top 

4. GENERAL INSTRUCTION SHELLS ALL DIMENSIONS IN MM 

4.1. reactor : DIN 17175 KL 1 or equivalent 
4.1.1. bottOm 

16" CAPS thickneSS 0,375" 
• 406.4 thickneSS 9.S mm 
height 177,8 mm 

4.1.2. tube 
8 406.4 thickneSS 8.8 (DIN 17175) 
or thickrMISS 9.5 (ASTM 106 B) 
height 1 700 - 177.8 • 1 522 mm 

weight 20.5 kg 

weight 131 kg 

.\.1.3. cone plate following DIN 17155 or equivalent 
ttickneSS 9 or 9.5 mm 
,, 406.4 > ,, 609.6 
angle45° 
height 102 weight 16.5 kg 
length 143 mm 

4.1.4. two DIN 2632 Weldng neck flanges 
11 norm 609,6 11 out 780 h • 2 x 80 • 160 
20 bols 11 27 weight 42.2 kg x 2 -84.4 kg 

4.1.5. top - 24• cap thickness 0.375" 
609.6 mm thickneSS 9.5 mm 
weight46 Kg 
height 267 mm 

Total height 177.8+1522+102+160 +267 + (4x2) + 4 • 2 241 mm 
inside oven • 1 420 mm 

-bed heigth 
Total weight 20.5+131 + 16.5 + 84.4 + 46 + 5.4 • 300 kg 

4.2. separator. (see drawing) 
0.2 m 3• pipe 88.9 x 4 mm 
2 x caps 3" or two plates 11 80 mm x 4 mm thick with central bore " 20 mm 
- do not forget anti vortex plate or cross 
- inside tube 1 • is 50 mm long and fitted with conical plate 8 mm wide on the lower 

end of this tube 



4.3. cyclone 

4. 3.1. vapor inlet 2"pipe welded tangenf ally in • 200 pipe 
4.3.2.body 

- " 200 l.D. pipe length 200 mm 
- come from " 200 > • 50 ID 

length 600 mm (mi thickness 2 mm) 
- top plate • 200 with 4• pipe fitted in center from which 120 mm length 

inside body for vapor outlet 
- 4• pipe lenght 2 m (min 1 m) with butterfly valve on bottom 

4.3.3. 2 x flange DIN 2631 
11 norm 50 4 bolts 11 12 
2 flange DIN 2631 
11norm100 4 bolts• 16 

4.4. injector (see drawing) 

4.4.1. steam i'llet 11 314•pipe 27 x 3 mm with 90° bend and 2 x flanges DIN 2631 " 
nom 20. 4bolts1110. 
length to be adjusted. 

4.4.2. dstribution box " r pipe 60 x 5 mm 
length 120 mm 
- one end closed by plate 4 mm thick 11 50 (bottom) 
- upper end welded on 3149pipe (steaminlet) 

4.4.3. th:&e pipes with bend 90° are weJr'9d radially on to the 2"box on one end 
one 111· 33.2 x 4 mm 
one 11 314• 27 x 3 mm 
one 111/2" 21 x 3 mm 
and on to the th'88 distribution torus of same e on the other end 

4.4.4. torus 
4.4.4.1. torus " 1 • primitive " 324 

holes are bored racfially on the underside with a 45c to 
the vertical on • 336 and on " 312 - On both circles 33 
bores 11 1 mm means that, on each - circle bores are 
clstant of approxim, 31 mm from each circle. The max 
dstance between two bore is approxim 28 mm. 

4.4.4.2. torus e 314• primitive " 201 - e bore are 211 and 191 
number of bores are 19 + 19. 

4.4.4.3. torus e 112 primitive " 88 e bore are 95 and 81 mm 
number of ore are 8 + 8. 
total number of bores 111 1 mm • 120 bore 

4.4.5. foot 
on to each torus three rounded up prices of wire 11 6 to 8 mm 
lenght 16 mm will be welded to check that each torus is distant of 16 mm 
from bottom plate. 
length of the three 4.4.3. pipes will be adjusted to obtain this. 
for the same reason length of 4.4.1. will be adjusted, once the 
upper horizontal part of it is welded through the conical part of the reaction 
shell (4.1.3.) 



5. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS OVEN 

5.1. CombuStion grate. 

The Combustion grate will be placed between 30 and 40 an under the bottom of the 
reactor. 
Coal consumption is approxurnatively 30 Kghl grate surface will be 1 m2. 
It !s advisable but not compulsdry to use a grate 1lrith thin airgass and high pressure 
drop. combined with a draft incb::er {fan). 

5.2. Firing. 

H underfeed stokers are not used, one shaD attentively charge the grate to obtain a 
continuous red hot radiant surface. 

5.3. Firebox. 

Firebox with inside dimensions of 1 x 1 m and height aboya gralB of 1 .. 7 meter is build 
from hight alunina content stone to oblain a quickly healed surface. 
Where necessary {firing zone) refraclory stones wt"I be used, to resist the coal 
handling. 
This firebox will be enclosed in any malerial suitable for support 800 insulation; gas 
outlet th~h a lateral gap on the upper part of the fire box. with a section of 600 to 
700 an2 as for example with gratings height 150 mm lengttl 1 m and 50% open 
bringing the gases in the econoniser zone - with a good distribution an along the 
economiser. 

5.4. Economiser. 

The economiser is installed between two walls of aluminia rich stones distant 0.1 m • 
100 mm from each other with a width of 1 m • 1 000 mm over the full heigth. 

5.5. Chimney. 

From bottom of economiser section, gases are evacuated to the chimrney. 

5.6. Frame. 

The weigth of the reactor (without loading mechanism) being 300 Kg steel and 370 Kg 
sands670Kg 
it cannot rest on the brickwork and must be sustained IJ'f a steel frame - with facilities to 
rift the rNCtor cover and sustain the piping. 

6. STARTING THE PLANT 

6.1. Checks. 

6.1.1. Check, and refill if necessary the leYel of sand in the reactor 
6.1.2. Cbads, filter, cleanlines of lt8am lne, inlet of the reactor 
6.1.3. Empty the ashtray from cyclone 
6.1.4. cm the two feeding butterfly valv8I 
6.1.5 Chick the levels of PMMA and of water in the 18111ng and llOnlg8 

tank. (water must be boiler quality feed water : dstilled, condenlale or 



demineralised. Sodium/chloride ion exchanger treatment is mt~). 
6.1.6. Cbeck the filing of ice in wild vapor condenser 
6.1. 7. Cbeds water filing to half height of the u tube 
6.1.8. Check if cooing water, plant steam and electricity are available 
6.1.9. Cbeds if feed pump runs in right drection. 

6.2. Heating up. 

6.2.1. open the plant steam valve ·check wather the pressure is normal 
6.2.2. check the pressure on manometer 1.3.4. and miapt pressure 

reducing valve S811ing if necessary. 
[during the first start-up and before this value is known please check if the 
pressure is high enough to move sightly the sand bed, before the fire is 
ignited]. 

6.2.3. Light the coal fire make sure that the fire remains about 5 cm below the 
reactor· and avoid black spo1S on the surface. 

6.2.4. regulate the feed pump speed to obtain a flow of 14 llh but don1 start the 
feeclng 

6.2.5. when steam temperalur8 reaches 200 °Cat reactor inlet, open 
valve 1.8.1.2. (waler valve) check with 1.8.2 if pump is fed with water and start 

the pump. 
6.2.6. When the vapor Inlet of the condenser becomes hot or when 

manometer dal indcales positive pressure open the 1.8.4.2 ·and 1.8.4. valves, 
close 1.8.4.1 valve and open 1.8. 7 valve. 

6.2. 7. When reaclor outlet temperature reaches 450°C the process may begin. 

6.3. Normal process. 

6.3.1. check again pressure on dial 1.3.4. 
Ttls pressure must be sightly nigher compared with the setting point of the 
pressure reducing valve. 
If not (adjusting will be necessary by first start) reduce the setting pressure of 
recl.tcing device to stop flow from plant boiler. Proceed slowly. 
If now, for any reason, steam flow to the bed is 1'8duced, plant 
steam wiU compensate the lack of steam flow. 
Pipe 2.2. must become warm. 

6.3.2. Fill up the feeding cone with PMMA ground to a particle dmension of 1 to 2 
mm r> open and close again 1.8.5.2 to fill the 1.2 liter lock between the 
valves. 

6.3.2.1. open and close again 1.8.5.1. to diScharge it in reactor 
6.3.2.2. open and close 1.8.5.2. to fill the lock and avoid escape vapors 
6.3.2.3. Check if temperatut'8 vapor stop rising. 

If not repeat 6.3.2.1 and 6.3.2.2. 
And do it again any time temperatut'8 exceeds 450°C. 

6.3.2.4. A temperatut'8 of vapor of SOO°C may not be reached safely 
without damaging the t'88Ct0r. 
If necessary t'8duce the fit'8. 



6.3.3. Setting of the uncondensable drain valve 
There is approxirnatily 5% uncondensable gasses in vapors. The 
valve 1.8. 7. must be set to drain all the non-condensables plus some of 
condensables. 

This is right when cial 1.3.1. indicates pressure between 0.0 and 0.01 bar. 

6.3.4. H cooing is not sufficient. increase the water flow in both 
condenser and cooler by closing 1.8.4.4. and open 1.8.4.5. and 1.8.4.4. 

6.3.5. Stearn trap from separator must delver 2 or 3 iter per hour of 
condensate at least. 
H not. the steam Ines and injectors wiD block up by salt deposits. 
H necessary increase 1eed of pump to be sure the thermometer 1.9.1 
authorises the check. because if there is a normal excess of 15% 
temperature on 1.9.1. wil• be about 15°C higher than in the storage tank. 

6.3.6. Adjusting the fire. 
Because reactor is mostly heated by radation fire intensity wiD ~ more 
influence on economiserthan on reactor. 
Fire may be increased (eventually with ~ of a fan) as far as the 
steam 18mperature on the thermometer 1.9.3. does not exceed 475°C. 

6.4. Normal process using MPPA vapors r> 
6.4.1. close 1.8.1.2. valve and open 1.8. 1.3. when plant is in normal process with 

steam from water 
6.4.2. Check feed pump flow as explained in 6.3.5. 
6.4.3. Check carefully vapor temperature 1.9.3. (This temperature may not exceed 

280°C) and regulate fire accordingly. There is namely a danger to block the 
superheater by carbon deposits which may be detected by increased 
pressure on 1 •. 4. and possibly leaking on 1.4.2. with as a consequence that 
1.9.2. will indicate a temperature of superheated vapo.s not in accordance 
with the pressure. 

6.5. To stop normal process. 

6.5.1. stop the fire 
6.5.2. when temperature stays below 450°C $!op feeding of PMMA 
6.5.3. stop the feed pump and close feeding valve 1.8.1. 
6.5.4. stop plant steam by closing 1.8.3. when 1.9.4. indicates 120°C 

max. 
Open again 1.8.3. at intervals to check if 1.9.3. and 1.9.4. does not 
overheat because of the heat storage in the brickwork 

6.5.5. remove ash from cyclone 
6.5.6. Close coo&ng water 1.8.4.2. 

r> after IPPfOV8I by UNIOC).expert only. 
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PROTOCOL 

According to the UNIDO Project Sl/CPR/86/028 for the 
develop•ent of an ~•prove~ PftftA pyrolysis syste~, Or. A. Bue
kens visited Shanghai in July and December, 1986 to study the 

• 
problems and disadvantages o~ the existing PPIPlA'~her•o-cracking 
proces·s in Xingguang Plastics rectory, a subsidiary of SRRUC. 

I . 

In the imple•entation at the UNIDO Project Dr. Buekens . . 
has dedicated himself to the i•prove•ent·of the current ther•o-

1 
cracking technology at the factory. His contribution to the 

! • 

reva•ping of the present unsatisfactory recycling practice 
• can be briefly su .. arized as follows: 

1. ftaklng a co•plete study of the existing technology 
and equip•ent for ther•o-crackingthe PftftA scrap in 

the _factory; 
2. Reco .. ending the current advanced technologies of 

recovering Pftftll\•ono•ers fro• the scrap in foreign 
coun~ries, which co•prise chiefly the fluidized bed 
sys!.e~~ lead bath and further processing. Top 
priority is~ however, placed ore the e11ploy11ent of .. 
~luidized bed technology; 

3. Providing a detailed report for SRRUC on the results 
of his investigation on the PftftA thermo-cracking 
process presently adopted by ltingguang Plastics 

Factory; 
4. Proposing the ~•proved technology and devices to 

meet the crying need of technical refor11 at the 

factory; I 

s. During his second mission to Shanghai, Or. euekens 
collaborated with the SRRUC technical staff on the 

experiment of P""A pyrolysis on the fluidized bed! 
and suggested to further the experi11ent with the 
utilization of the existing pyrolysis equipment 

at the factory. 
~ith the dire~tion cl Or. Buekens the technical staff 

of the factory have·performad their tasks with required re

gularities, such as: 
1. Sorting and classifying the P""A scrap into differ-

ent grades and categories; 
2. !•proving the feeding ·~•tam to meet the operational 

1. 



requireaent; 
3. Sealing up all the containers for Pftf'A aonoaers 

in order to eliainate the fugitive loss of the 

· products and avoid oxidation; 
4. In consideration of the possible generation of 

·pollutants fro• lead bath fuaes, tin bath has been 

adopted instead. 
In contrast to the driginal processing aethod vith thlk 

i~proved technology the recovery rate is upgraded to 85~, and 
the content of IVIA aono•e~s increased by 9~. But due to the: . long residence of aatarial in th• processing device a deterio-
ration of product quality, and 'due to the batch operation pollu-

tion of environaent still exfat. ' 
SRRUC- highly appracia.es th4"consistant effort or. 

Buekens has rendered to the dev~lopaent ~f an iaproved PftftA 
pyrolysis technology. And pou1by the end of or. euekens' second 

visit we would like to discuss' wit~ hi• about the follow-up 
activitiea. In order to carry' therefor• task through to an 
and the following suggestions aight ba considered as vital: 

1. It is expected that or. euekens would finali1e ex
periaant• on PftftA pyrolysis on the fluidized bed, 
and, see if it is possible, to send the experiaent 

report to SRRUC at the end of rebruary, 1987; 
2. SRRUC. requests or. euekens to co•plate the design . 

of a-continuous PftftA pyrolysis ayste• and provide 
us with technical docuaantati~n uhich include•: 

A. Sl>ecif icationa or the dasiQn; 
e. Th• technological ~low chart of the design; 
c. A detailed location plan for th• installation 

of equipaent and distribution of conduits; 
o. Design for •easure•ent devices and eventual 

auto•atic control; 
E. Sch•••• for treat•ant of the resulting wast• 

water and residua. 

SRRUC expresses it• daap gr8 tituda to UNIDO ror it• 

support in co•plating the experi•antal part or the projast, 
which w .. required to obtain all the nece•••rY data for a final 
design of th• PfVlA pyroly•i• •y•t•• according to •odern UNIOO 
technology. SRRUC i• fully auara that th• i•proved P""A pyr.o• 
ly•i• •Y•t•• will not only ali•in•t• th• anviron•ental pollution 

2. 



at Xinggueng Plastic• Factory but will be extended to the 
entire Third Uorld to aolve the sa .. conte•ination proble• 
it is now facing. Uith this in view. SRRUC earnestly wishes 
that this project would be contin~ed end finalized and that 
UNIDO would continue ita support to the necessary follow-up 
activities of the project. which include: 

1. Providing training to the q~alified technical 
staff or SRRUC: at the University or Brussels in 
Belgium; 

2. ~nsuring the assistance of Dr. Buekens to help in 
th& second stage of the project. i.s. ttt. de110ns
tretion of the f lhidized bed pyrolysis technology 
et Xingguang Plastic• ractory; 

3. Provid~ng aom.. extra equl.,..nt required in •oni
toring the operation ..,.d envjron•ental aspects of 

, I 
the factory. 

SRRUC: will proceed to carry•on experi .. nta on the . -
fluidized bed pyroly•i• technology with the existing equip-. 
•ent at Xingguang Plastic• rectory on the basia of further 

I 
supply or design for equip .. nt installation by Dr. Buekens 
and training of its technical starr • 

• This protocol is signed on January 2, 1987 in Shanghai 
by 

Dr. Alrons"euek•n• ShanghaJ Resource 
Utilization 

3. 

Recovery & 
Co. 
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PATENT SPECIFICATION (11) 1350 612 
N (21) ApplicalioD No. 33326/71 (22) Filed 1s Ja1J 1m 
...C . (31) c.omcmicm App..~ No. S.5224 (32) Filed iS July 1970 in = (33) Uahed Smta of Amerita (US) .. 
0 (44) Cmaplac Spuificadcm pnlllishecl 11 April 1974 

l.~ (SJ) 1D1anatiaaa1 Qassificalicm CD7C 69/S4 

~ (.SZ) ~ar;.,a;:,Ye30Y 366 3SI 37X 43X 621 CD 

(54) DEPOLYAlEIUSA TION OF ACRYLIC POLYMERS .. . ·-
(71) We, ROHAi A!'li."D H:\AS COAl-

PA!\.91", a corporation orpniscd under the 
Ins of the Sure of Dela~, Cn.ital Sma 
of Amcric:a, of lndcF ca¢mce ,\b.11 Wat. 

5 PhilMklpbia. ~ ltlOS. Uniled 
Sua of America. do bmby demR die in
Wllliaa ,.. whida - praJ .......... ..., 
be pllllal to ... IDd de IDC1bod bf which ii 
is 10 be perfanned ID be penicularlJ deaibed 

10 ia wl tJ,- lhc falJorilc II cM:-
TJm .iaftllliaa nlma ID a pnxx:n of ... 

duciac womeric emn of ....U•ed or .... 
subsliaued 8Cl)1ic Kids by ~ 
of * cwacsp•idine p»lymc:ric cmr. 

IS Aaylic JMJlllCr aaias nDF mm IGft 
dllSUllDCn to bird plmics wbicb cm be sawed 
and mwcbincd oa a 1a-. Thr maa:rials 
gcacnlly ha\"C e:xceUmt. in.ilial color IDd *" 
ue SDI* io liJhr since dal:)" do nor discolor oa 

20 ageing. Of' degrade Oil ourdoor ~- Tiiey 
ha\..: ftlaliwdy good him IClisancc, since lhq 
show- JinJe or DO color change at mnpcramra 
up to abour JOOF. ud Imel to dcmi111l4* ar 
abour ~F. Ewn lhouch the)- uc L~ 

2S planic materials and rhacfore ICnlidft to 
some IOlvaus. they ha~ r.ood misracc to 
acids. alkalies, wafer, and alalhol. (imemly 
they t.ve low acid numbcr5 and ~ an: ao1 
raaiw with pigmcaas or fillen and ~ pod 

30 mistantt 10 \'qelablc and miner.ii oils and 
pases. 

Elaomeric .avlic: raias can be '""-d as haw: 
coars in renilc, ic:alher, and JICIF finishias. 
5"'1IC arc also compaiible •;th c:dlultlSic pol)"· 

35 mm. and Tinyl resins to which dk"\· impan 
an improved srabiliiv IO heat and :iP,r. Be
cause C'f their CXR'plionlll ~ • ...,. of 
1hc harder ftllins an: used • die a11in: film
fonnins material in hcar-rcsisunt wh:k Nkins 

40 enamels. 
Generally, acr)"lic pol)'lllCft, becaUIC of their 

oulllandins claris,· and lnlllplr'CllC)". find U1C 
in windows, lentcs, inmumcm panels. ciplical 
pallSt IUCh IS conract lmtcl, rcinf~:6.cd pW-

45 lies; prOICCliw coarinp, includins lacqur.s, 
paiJns. Ind ocher finishes; adhetiwn; planici-

zas aad modifien for arious other ~ 
lubricmiag •1 additiftl aad acxaik md leUbc:r 
finishes and cmlinp. 

EcwllP'liallr. it wuuld be a +idouslf .-50 
beneficial IO be abk ID UIC UY md, m' .• 

mamNn=md, ~ IDAN""''ft ma polr
mcrimiora Jll'll » .... wida _, palpDer 
smps wl fanaed palJmcric anida ia IUda 
• .., • to cmallle de depol)"llltrimian of 55 
IUda amaial 10 it aa 11!1= fii1IUl>'lll&'lid wl 
mmd iD ••11 aa anida. 

AayJic polJ1Das ... lieaa iD 111C for IDIDC 

Jan ad find &Widerablc .......... in * 60 
........ ""of ftrioas anicb, by.....,.,. ..... 
inc liM'dlocls Ja Ille mune of such llllllUfac
IUle, ~ is • CIDDlidcrable amount of WISle 
pol)'IDCf' wllich is aa iatporgm factmr i1P de
ramiaias Ille m5l of Ille molded anidc. 
\'arious mnhods mft bcm employed in an 65 
anaapr to ~ the moaom..--ric: marcrill, 
~ rbae DR included uaonelll of the 
aa)iic pol)"lllCT wi6 heat ID dcaimpose and 
dcpolymcrix * rl!Sin ro fona • mnins 
monomer. M 

la aae bown dcpolymcrizalion proas. a 
batch of rhe polJIDCric material is pur in a ~
aaiaa ftSlel caataiftins lc:ld. the \'nld is 
h::arcd nremally to the dcpol)"lllcrization 
ranpaaaatt, about 400~C., and die monamer 75 
Tllpor is pmcd 10 a aindcn911:1 •ileran the 
vapor is candmscd ro a crude liquid monomer. • 
In .•his l)"lmll, .9!1!!.19.9 panicularc clc
J'ONIJ att formed on die inWde walh. C'f 1hc 
\-.:ACI and abo lloar oa the surf a« of lb: lead. 80 
The monomer \-apon pro:rasively dtlcriorare 
in 41ualit)· and &he \'Old muR he clnncd fre
quently, such as cwr)" six 10 cit:N bouft, ao 
~-mr compkle foulin~ and/or w~ of 
rhe prv«a. at t ~ IS 

Jn ~ widl die Pft1Cft1 inwmtion, 
thlft is pnwidcil a pmcas in which an an,'lic 
pol\"mtT cani:ainina ''"' .,, moR ~ one 
or ~ al""'I aaen; ol an)iic iCKrand/Pr 
an alpha "iJ'tYt-MlbMinncd ac:r)'lic acid i• de· 90 
pol~'llln'ized ro form die CIDl"lapOnClinJ mo.
mmc crcnts) in In inen .-......_ tw mn-. _. -:...,.,,. ... ,... . 



' 
2 

60 

Solt soldcn (Sn and Pb in r.nsc of .. o-
60"l each, and nreci•ll>· th,r of SO: SO 
•'dchl nlio) 

c.crmbmd (SO'l Bi, 26.7'/ Pb, 13.J'l,. 
Sn, JO% Cd) 

C.CWocru (Jl'l. Bi, .. 2"l.. Sn) 
CCcnobcnd and C.arDau ars Jlcsl~d 

Tnclc Maries). 

2 

In .. of ahe cri1aia Diiied abcwe, lead u 
lhe pu:fuaed maal few ~ pnaicc of this 

---- 6S GmcNllr. - polJmtric maaerial fed into 
lhe racmr 10 be~ cm be in any 
ClllMDialdJ ..table form. mct.Mlins ..... 
~~~ ...... ~.~~; 
........,.~-~-wida~ 70 
_.., ..... cidlcr aaamuaad Gt llllCOlllUDID-

ated. Tk appmnus Ultd to c:any aut die ... 
cas of lhc iavauion will gmcnllr cmploJ a 
bappa'·feedcr in c.nbinatian wilh a cmvqw 
bdt ID die reaction wssd. Large scraps, such 75 
as sheas cw cwigiaal molded anic!a can ~ 
bnltm up into smaller, more usable pieces to 
facilitalC dlargiag imo 1he dcpol}-rncrizatioa 
wssd. This, of caunc, depmds upon lhe size 
and desip of lhc ~ med to supply IO 
ahc rac1iaa ftSSCI -;frh-~ matcriaL 
ManJ' ditfacar tJpes of polJlllC' scrap may be 
fed into a aatias ftSRI limulD.........ay, pro. 
Yidcd a ........,n- feed .,.,...._ is aaa"J. 
able - die diftamt lJPCS. 15 

Tiie pidcm:d KrJ!ic polJmas f• anyins 
GUI ahc pncas fll die iDwmion amain mas 
aad mare prdaably amist subsunlially ca
lirdy of mas of Formula I • II bdft-: 

--al,-Ol-

o=LoR· 
Formula l 

JC.II 

-CHJ_ 
. I 

O=C-OR=' 

Formula II 

90 

Jn Formula I and Fmnub 11 abo\"c, R', a: 
and R.11 arc lower allt)1 groups ha,·ina: from I 
10 6 carbon atoms, pn:fcrabl>· from 1 10 .f car· 9S 
bon ••oms. 

Rcpracma&i\-c pnl)-mas havins men of &he 
above formullc include pol)inc1hyl acrylarc, 
pol)"Clhyl acrylaac, pol)inclhyl methacrylau, 
polyprop)i Kr)UIC, pol)·but)·I acrylarc, poly• 100 
prop)i mahacrylm, and pol)"butyl mahacryl· 
a&c; lhc fina four SK•l)incrs named bcins pre· 
fcrrcd in ahc praaicc of ahc in1W11 inwnlion. 

The moR camman impurilia encountered 
in pol~-mcric ma1erial of Ibis nann include 105 
pluaiciacn, fillcn, dyes. pipnmu, polymcrip. 
1ion inhihi1on. and ocher pol)'lllCn ..ct in 
moldins ~ trr lhosc which may be med 
ro extend or modif>· ahc pol)'lllCric 1Cr)·la1n. 
Gcacrally, ahcsc contanainams or impurilics I 10 
wUI noc ,rally aft'ca die procea lift« upon 
CGnUC& with die hated maal mace 1hc polr· 

- -- -- _______________________________ ......... 
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S EXAMPLE I. 
Jn dlil cumplc a amposiac gnmul8r feed 

uf pol)'ml:rizcd mahyl mabKl)iale was fed 
aainuausly Ma' • 44.5 hour period at * 
rate of 53 grams per ~ to dae raaiaD 

10 TCSSd. Nitrogen was 8lso fed ialD lbt same 
conduit as lhc pol)'DICI' at a nae of aboul J.S 
li1a5/min. to prcwnt llM!DIDCI' fram escaping 
through lhis conduit and to proride an inen 
compon:nt in 1hc vapor content in the wsscl 

15 The nitrogen conlCllt of &be vapors in the tt
aaion TmCI was about 4 % b)· wolumt. The 
moltm lead ns maintained at a mnpc:ralUR 

EXAMPLE JI. 
Slabs of polJ(mabJI mabaa)iue) iD ma 

fann. 1.5 iDdllS "' 3 iDCbts in - and 1/1 
inch ID f iacb in lhiclrnn\ WCR fed amiaD- 2S 
ously Ma' • 47.5 ..... period to * laCllll' 
at ante of 45.5 grams per...._ wilh 1be 
qi1atian aad odler- mam nmdirions CSRD

lially tbe same • Ibale la E.xampJe J. The 
mcmNDl't' wpor is c:mckased, fibaal ro R- 30 
lllDft cadlaalceaus chm, ... diSb"Jkd. 

The raults of Examples I and II aft pm 
bcloa- in T Blc II. 

TABLE ll 

DisliJlalc Pac:aage T..i 
Pacml:IF of MMA iD c.arboD % 

Example TJPC Feed of Feed Dis&iJlaa of Feed 

I Granular fJ'l .2S IS.7 0.67 
Composite 

II 1.S -x 3 99.l 
in. sllccr 
1/8 to I 
in. thick 

35 EXAMPLE Ill. 
a) As in Example I a cmnposR p;:mullr 

feed of poly(mah)i IDClblcrylaa) was fed cm
tinuously to lhe l'CICIGr dacribcd •bole bul 
at an agitator speed of 117 rcwoludoas per 

.ao minute. The awcrage lead mapcrmn clurin& 
&his run •-as 556°C. Thc cnekiag nic of die 
rcaaor under lhcsc condiUClas was J 60 grams 
per minu1c. The monomer wapor wa con· 
dcnscd. filtered. and distilled. The )icld and 

-IS qu:alit)· or distilb1c •-as comparable to those 
of Example J. The equipment operated cfti· 
cicnd\" for about five dan before a shut-down. 

b) Under 1hc same cGnditians as in pan a) 
bu1 wichou1 aiitation, the maximum cracking 

• 

90.6 0.06 

me was 75 grams per minute aad it was SO 
aecaimy to shut down to dean die mobcD 
lad af1er I boun opcra1ion. 

EXAMPLES JV-VII . 
The mac cquiplDent was med as in die 

prccaliq cumples with v:uiaus asitator 55 
ipcccls. 'tbc mamial fed •-:as lhc same as in 
Example J. Jn Table JJI, the effect of Yar)ins 
1hc intenlitr of agisalion an die residence lime 
of pol)-mcric malerial in lhe fCKIOI' and on 
the residue dismllurion bmrccn 1hc rcac1ion 60 
vmcl and lhe caadcming ICClion of the appan· 
NS is shown. 



7 

5 

Temperature aClhc Mohaa I.cad 
("C.) 

CarbaD in llaaor, Paanaaac 
ol Feed 

C:uboD ill DiaiDate. ~ 
a( Feed 

Taal Cmban. Pacaauac 
ol Feed 

1.350.'12 

TABLE UI 

IV 

60 

74.5 

v 
80 

53 

51~540 500-535 

0.55 0.61 

0.06 0.06 

0.61 0.6i 

VJ 

96 

66.8 

595-608 

0.39 

O.li 

0.56 

7 

VII 

Iii 

75.0 

SIS-532 

0.22 

0.38 

0.60 

EXAMPLES VIII-XIV. rcmpaanns 8tt shown in * ,..._.. .... 
la dae mmpla. • , ••• llli• ~ IV. It is aoecwonla)- dm die Yap« in lbc 

feed "'polJ(~i IDClhaa)'lale) is fed .. * raca ._ a fairlJ • ••- IUiijieaWIR in 
1a111C ranor in wltida die ....._. is epcmal * .............. of 400C'C., i.e., * aacting 
at 117 r.p.m. Various fftd rates ad ad lada ~ 

TABLE I\' 

Pruduaiaa .. I!( 

I:r Feed Raac ~ Mw in lbi/llr /sq. (L 
Eamplc gal/mill. Vapor or Lead sun.er Ara 

VIII 451 JO.I 386 1.7 

IX 457 29.9 400 5.0 

x 466 49.8 400 8.4 

XI 471 69.9 402 11.7 

XII 49S 90.0 396 15.1 

XIII 526 115.0 403 19.3 

XJ\• 552 160.0 394 26.9 

10 

2. .:\ pnlCCa ICCGl'dias IO Claim J, shcJ'cin 
lht lllOllCD maal is lead, •in or cadmium main· 
laincd •• a miniaun wmpcnan of about 
400'C. JO 

J. A procas acanfinc co Oaim I « 2, 
•imein lhc .,,,~ of lhc lllObca ..... is 
C*llllmly rcne .. ed by IWllanical qiulion. 

4. A procas acicordifts IO any enc of lhc 
pNCZdinJ cJaims, wllcrein lhc npGUn 8R CCIII• 35 
demed in a CGIUCM)'PC CGUlllCft'mleftl Gr 

ancwrn1 candcnter and •ilcftin • porriGa of 
die aadcnurc a ~led bid dnuP die 
cmdm1cr ro dcaew • fonnarion of mMlelir· 
able dcpalils ...... 40 

.. 

.. 

I 

I 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

The following abbreviations have been used consistently throughout 
the text 

Abbreviation 

MMA 

PMMA 

SRRUC 

PRC 

Entity or Material 

methylmetacrylate monomer 

Polymethylmetacrylate 

Shanghai Resource Recovery 

and Utilization Company 

the People's Republic of 

China 
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I. The UNIDONUB mocess for pMMA pvrolysis 

After completing the experimental development at VUB a preliminary 
design and general instructions were sent to Shanghai Resource Recovery 
& Utilization Co (SRRUC). The technical staff of SRRUC has studied these 
data most thoroughly and prepared numerous questions regarding design. 
construction, operation and safety procedures. These points were 
discussed methodically during the visit of Dr. Buekens, on the basis of a 
new design, prepared by the SRRUC technical staff in accordance with the 
principles of the original design and incorporating local materials 
specifications and schedules. 

The most important questions raised were: 

the testing of the teeding system. An innovative system was 
locally designed and wiD be conctructed and tested. The feeding of 
PMMA plates is uncomplicated, but that of shavings is problematic, 
taking into account the required absence of jamming. bridging. or 
leakage of gas. Also the ambient air has to be excluded, possibly 
with the aid of inert gas (nitrogen) 

the monitoring of fluidjzation by measuring the pressure drop of the 
bed 

the testing of the djstrjbutor. The outlet velocity of the fluidizing 
gas is extremely high. Hence. it is necessary to test a cold model 
and possibly even to use larger holes. Since the coal fire would be 
replaced by electric (induction) heating, an ordinary distributor 
design would also be suitable 

the possible premature condensation of MMA in cyclones and other 
equipment. (The ducts have to be maintained above 100°C to 
prevent this occurrence) 

the distillation of MMA/water mixtures allows a drastic reduction 
of residual MMA-content in the wastewater. 

the plant lay-out has to be adapted to new surroundings (the 
riverside potch factory) 

the purifrcation of MMA from fillers 



Safety A§DeCls 

PMMA is flammable 
MMA is most inflammable. Toxicity data have been collected by SRRUC. 

The process hazards have been reviewed methodically: 

1) in case of oyeroressure the feedwater discharges over a safety 
valve. It is filtered or at least strained prior to feeding in order to 
avoid deposition of dirt, which may cause obstructions and 
overpressure. 

2) underpressure can only occur in the condensor, which is constructed 
vacuum proof. 

3) obstructions may form in the ducts, the strainer or the bed. No 
water (only steam) should be fed to the bed. The water should be 
filtered prior to feeding. 

4) low leyels can occur in the water reservoir or when the sand is 
blown out of the bed. 

5) hjgh leyels can occur in the cyclone (sand collection) 

6) low bed temperature. No steam should be fed as long as it could 
condense in the bed. 

7) high bed temoerature. Feed more PMMA, decrease heating 
hjgh tube temperature. Select suitable heat resistant material. 

8) high flow rate of water. Leads to low flow rate of steam. When 
steam pressure drops, external steam is delivered automatically. 

9) high flow rate of steam. Sand carry-over. Decrease water flow. 

10) QOwtr failure. The bed continues to be fluidized by external steam. 

Eavjrqnmsntal Aseects. 

The coal fire will be replaced by electric heating. This. leads 
essentially to zero emission, provided the charging system is closed and 
the vent gas, after condensation, is led to an afterburner. 



To avoid all smells measures are to be taken to control the vent of 

the MMA storage 
the distillation column 
the prepolymerisation reactors 
the vacuum compressor 

and to use a closed system for prepolymerization, good quality fittings. 
etc. 

The production of by-products is much lower than in the cauldron 
technology. 

Allers may have to be filtered from the MMA produced, since the 
residue no langer remains in the reactor. 

II. Economic and Ecological Context 

Historically, the Xingguang factory has been a source of small problems. 
Recently, new residential quarters, recreational units and young plant 
nurseries have been established in the vicinity. For this reason part of the 
production, including PMMA pyrolysis, had to be halted at this factory. 

During our stay, two visits were paid to the new site, selected for the 
erection of the PMMA pyrolysis plant. 

Ai~~ economic problems have made themselves felt: 

1) the evolution in plani,ied economy has stimulated parallel 
collection of PMMA-wastds by individuals, collection stations and 
private enterprise. 

2) the changes in exchange rates have made the importation of foreign 
PMMA-wastes more problematic. 

3) the sale of PMMA pearlite buttons has been slack. 

The ecological and economic factors, on one hand, have delayed the 
realization of the pyrolysis plant. On the other hand, they have made the 
new technology even more valuable by increasing the competitivity of this 
new pyrolysis method. 



The environmerital requirements are: 

ambient air 20 mg/m3. If the volume of the workshop is 1000 m3 
and the air is renewed X times/h, the •allowable• leak stream 
amounts to 20 X g/h. 

pH-value of 6. suspended solids below 500 rng/L. 

8005 

COD er 
Extract. Oil 
lead 

s 30 mg/L 

s 50 mg/L 

s 10 mg/L 
s 1 mg/L 

In view of the small generation rate of wastewater, these limits seem 
excessively strict. 

Ill. Miscellaneous 

In agreement with the m1ss1on to study recycling opportunities in 
Shanghai several visits were paid to other units. namely: 

1) The Shanghai Enyjronmtntal Sanjtation Admjnjstratjon Bureau 

Responsible for the collection & transportation of refuse, 
generated by about 7 ,000,000 people. 

Daily about 6,000 tonnes of household refuse 
3,000 tonnes of demolition & construction waste 
7 ,000 tonnes of nightsoil 

are collected. Industrial wastes are taken care of by another 
Agency. 

There are about 30,000 employees working in collection and 
transportation (by barges mainly). Studies are conducted regarding 
composting and incineration by the New York Office of Klockner. 

The Burea!J serves 12 District Stations and 50 Barge Stations. The 
total capacity of barges are 40,000 tonnes. with a medium sized barge 
taking 15 tonnes! Land is acquired for use as a landfill sites. Some 
scavenging takes place. In Huzhou (Zhejiang province) sorting is aided by 
trommelling. The fine fraction, after composting, is given away. The 
agricultural station at Shanghai has declared compost quality to be good. 



As another test, transfer stations have been built. which store fresh 
refuse for about 1 week in a closed hall. Leachates are recycled over the 
refuse. After this pretreatment, smells are supposed to have diminished. 
During our visit there was on oversupply of refuse and the result of the 
operation was unconvincing. 

3) Shanghai Eopd Cp. 

Basic data 

3 slaughterhouses for pigs 
1 slaughterhouse for cattle 
cooled storage 
yearly capacity: 4 million unitsl employment : 10,000 people. 

The company kills the animals and prepares meat products for the 
Shanghai market. 

The cutting part uses a modem line imported from Denmark. 

Pore products consist of ham, sausages, smoked and salted meat, 
salami, •hot dogs•, etc. 
Capacity: 8,000 tonnes/yr (?) 

Glands are collected for pharmaceutical industry. 

Present use of by-oroducts 

Blood is converted to powder. The use of the •hollow knife• technique 
allows plasma and haemoglobin to be separated. 

Bone is converted to •peptin• and fertilizer; the vesicles are used as 
sausage skin. 

Qyest 

other methods for using inside organs 
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PROPOSED PROGRAMME roR DR. A. 9U£KENS' PROJECT 

STUDY MISSION I~ SHhNGHAI 

July 14, iuesday 

Evening 

July 15, Uednesday 

Afternoon 1:30-4:00 

Evening 
July 16, Thursday 

forenoon 9:30-11:30 

11:30-12:30 
Afternoon 1:30-4:00 

Evening 

July 17, rriday 

forenoon 9:00-11:30 

11:30-12:30 

Afternoon 1:30-4:00 

Evening 

SRRUC leadership meeting Dr. A. 

Buekens at the airport and accom

pany ing him to the guesthouse 

In an intervie~ ~ith Dr. Buekens 

at the Headquarters SRRUC leaaer
ship briefly recommending the 

general plan for enforcing the 
UNIDO project 
Supper 

Visiting Xingguang Plastics Plant. 
SRRUC Nanshi District Branch 

Manager, Mr. Yuan Yongling, briefing 

on the existing status of PMMA pro

duction and the plan f cr near fu

ture realization of the technolo

gical reform of PMMA pyrolysis 
according to Dr. Buekens' process 
design 

Lunch 

Discussion continued 
Open 

In SRRUC ilanshi wistrict B1·anch 

~ffice, ~r. Liu Baoping, Deputy 

Director of Xingguang Plastics 
Plant,recommending the preliminary 
design or. the establishment of the 
improved DMMA pyrolysis system in 
the plant 

Lunch 

Discussion continued 

Open 

1. 



July 18, 1S Sa~u~day & s~nday: Touring activities 
July 20, l'londay 

forenoon 9:00-11:30 

11:30-12:30 

Afterroon 1:30-4:00 

Evening 

July 21, Tuesday 

forenoon 9:00-11:30 

11:30-12:30 

Afternoon 1:30-4:00 

E"ening 
July 22, Uednesday 

forenoon 9:30-11:30 

1i:30-12:3D 

After~oon 1:30-4:30 

Evening 

July 23, Thursday 

forenoon 9:00-11:30 

11~30-12:30 

Afternoon 1:30-4:00 

Evening 

In SRRL'C Nc.:1shi District Branch office, 

~eputy Director, ~r. Liu Baoping, ex

plicating his limited modification of 

Dr. Buekens' initiativa process de

sign and asking for Or. Buekens' com
ment 

Lunch 

Discussion continued 

Open 

In SRRUC Nanshi District Branch office, 

DR. Buekens proposing effe~tive en

forcement of his latest pr~~ess de
sign 

Lunch 

Discussion and making cscision on 

adopting most appropriate procedures 

for carrying out the technological 

reform in the nearest future 
Open 

~eeting in Xingguang Plastics Plant, 

general evaluation of the environ

mental impact after t•chnological 

reform of P~~A pyrolysis according 

to Dr. Buekens• idea {with ~he 

oarticipation of relevant technicians 

from the environment department) 
Lunch 

Discussion continued 

Open 

In SRRUC Nanshi District Branch office, 

exchange of ideas on implementation 
of the project 

Lunch 

Discussion continued 

Open 

2. 



july 24, Friday 

forenoon 9:00-11:30 

11:30-12:30 

Afternoon 1:30-4:00 

Evening 

JlJly 25, 26, 'l7 

Saturday, Sunday and 
P:onday 

July 28, Tuesday 

...; . 

I~ SRRU: Nanshi District Branch 

office, Dr. B~ekens uinding up 

the project study mission in 
Shanghai 

Lunch 

Discussion on Dr. Buskens' su~ma
rizing statement 
Dinner 

Touring activities and shopping 
in dountcwn 

Dr. A. Suekens leaving Shanghai 



--

Modfflcations and AddHjons of the programme 

Location : July 16 Xinglian button factory 

17 Xingguang plastics plant 

18 Shanghai Riverside Potch Factory 

21 Xingguang plastics plant, Meeting with 

environmental authorities 

22 Visit to the Shanghai Environmental Sanitation 

Administrative Bureau 

23 Shanghai Riverside Potch Factory 

24 Leaving for Nanking. Meeting with the local 

resource recovery company 

25 Idem 

26 Return to Shanghai 

27 Visit by Shanghai Food Co. 



AMMEIE II 

Shanghai Environmental Sanitation 

Administration Bureau 

XuZhengu Chief Engineer 

Fen Baosheng Secretariat of the Bureau 

Song Xingxin Scientific & technology Dep. 

Shen Xinfen Scientific & technology Dep. 
Engeneer 

Miao Guangyao Production & Equipment Dep. 
Director 

Gu Zeyi Shanghai Design & Research Institute of Environmental 
Sanitation 

Gu Yuxiang {same as the above) 

Chen Fangjing {same as the above, Eng i:neer) 

Zhang Ming Interpreter 

Chen Oiuying Interpreter of SRRUC 



~ STUD~ U V.U.B. 



DBLS OI' UAi'f'BlftS 

1. Experimental set-up and conditions 

2. Results of the experiments 

3. Influence of the freeboard temperature 

4. Heat of reaction 

5. Distillation of MMA-water mixtures 

Annexes 

Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry of the pyrolysis oil 



1. Experiwtal aet-ap and conditions 

The pyrolysis experiments were pe:·foraed using the 
fluid-bed unit in Figure 1. 

The reactor (1 + 2) is made of an Inconel 600 alloy; it 
has a diameter of 15 ca in the bed ( 1) and 30 ca in the 
freeboard zone (2). It is heated by two separate electrical 
heating blankets (3). 

The fluidizing gas, i.e. steaa, is preheated in a tubular 
furnace C 4 > • The PMMA is fed by aeans of a variable speed 
screw convegor (9) froa a locked feed hopper (5) • The latter 
is swept by nitrogen. 

The gases are cleaned from fly-ash in a cyclone (6) and 
the liquid phases are condensed in Ii shell and tube heat 
exchanger (7) • 

The temperatures are measured at different heights in the 
bed and the freeboard zone (Tl-T7). 

PKG feed 

... 

fluiclizin9 9aa (ateaa) 

.a • • 
·>w 
rt ... 

condenaate 

Figure 1: continuoua fluid-bed unit 



·• 

Liquid and solid flowrates are measured gravimetically. 
The f lowrate of added gas CN2 > is measured by a calibrated 
rotaaeter. To determine the f lowrate of non condensable 
reaction prad~cts (flue gas) the gas composition is 
determined gas chromatographically, using the added N2 as an 
internal standard. 

The PMMA used was free fro• pigments and filters. 
The reactor was filled witll 4 liters of sand mesh 50 . In each 
experiaent this charge was fluidized with a f lov of 
approximately 4. 5 ltg/h of steaa (of 360°C and 1 ata). This 
flow rate is about three tiaes the ainiaua fluidization 
velocity and consequently the optiaua f lovrate for mixing the 
bed. 

Since the JaOnoaer and water are alaost insoluble in each 
other the condensate separates into tvo phases: an organic 
(oily) and watery one. These phases separate very well. 
Still, in case the aqueous condensate is to be discharged, its 
further purification may be required. 

A summary of the experiments performed is given in Table 
1. 

Hence, the purity of the organic phase 
MMA) vas determined by means of gas chromatography. 
these analysis a packed OV-101 coluan was used. Using a 
ionization detector (FID) water is not detectable. The 
were evaluated on the basis of an absolute calibration. 

(wtt 
For 

flame 
peaks 

The MMA production in the organic phase vas calculated as 
follows: 

purity of the orqanic x 
phase (vtt) 

f lovrate of the orqanic 
phase 

f lovrate PMMA 

The aqueous phase is obviously saturated with nonoaer. 
The solubility of MMA in water beinq 1.5 wt t, the total 
amountof MMA produced is qiven by: 

MMA in the organic x 
phase (vtt) 

f lowrate of the 
organic phase 

+ flovrate watery phase x 0.015 

f lowrate PMMA 

......................... ~~'. .................................. .. 



E>lperiment Treactor PMMAllow· llowrate of the or· g11evolu- purity of the org1nlc MMA production In lhe or- lolal MMA produc· .....- re> rate (glh) g1nlc phase (Qlh) llon (glh) ph ... (wt% MMA) ganlc ph ... (% of feed) tlor (% of feed) 

A 387 900 900 3 99.0 90.0 98.1 
81 438 990 880 2 98.2 87.3 95.8 
82 432 990 890 2 98.4 88.5 98.4 c 472 990 850 4 98.8 84.7 92.8 
01 529 990 870 13 98.0 84.4 92.3 
02 529 990 820 10 98.5 79.9 87.6 
E 557 990 820 28 94.0 77.9 85.5 
F 577 990 820 32 92.9 78.9 84.8 
G1 410 1470 1410 2 97.0 93.0 97.7 
G2 416 1470 1410 3 97.8 93.8 98.4 
H 422 1470 1380 20 86.1 90.0 94.8 

tahlo 1: aunnary of the performed experiments 



The results of the experiments A-F (flovrate PMMA - 990 
g/h) is given in Figure 2 to 5. 

m.L.---&--.--+-...--+-.~.,_ ....... - ...... - .. 
... I dwrot -

• purlJOflllllc 
plme(.SMMA) 

.......... lie 
plme(%affled) 

Figure 2: yield and l9IA concentration of the organic phase 
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When the temperature is increased: 

- less liquid fraction is produced 

- the MMA yield in the organic phase decreases 

- more waste gas is produced. 

As result the yield of aonoaer decreases with increasing 
temperature. Bence, the reaction should be carried out a~ a 
teaperature as low as possible. On the other hand, however, a 
low teaperature leads to low reaction rates. As a 
consequence PIMA may accumulate in the reactor. This was the 
case, for exaaple, at a teaperature of less then 370°C and a 
flowrate of 990 PMMA g/h (volumetric yield of 248 g/h PMMA/l 
bed volume at rest). 

Froa the gas chromatographic analysis it follows that: at 
low temperatures the i11purities in the liquid fraction are 
mainly high boiling condensation components, whereas at high 
temperatures more low boiling, dec011position products are 
foraed. This result is illustrated in Figure 6. In this 
figure the s~ted area of the peaks fora tile c011pOuncls with 
a saaller retention time than Mia (lower boiling point) are 
given as a percentage of the area of the 19111. peak, analogous 
for the coapounds with a longer retention tiae (higher 
boiling point). 

s 
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In ~xperiments Gl-G2 the feed ratio of PMMA to steam is 
increased by a factor of 1.5. In these experiments more MM16 
was recuperated via the watery phase. This is quite logical, 
cause the amount of MMA in the watery phase (being saturated 
with MMA) is the same in all experiments. For this reason in 
an industrial plant the feed ratio of PMMA to steam should be 
as high as possible. Moreover, the production of steam is an 
important factor with respect to the economic evaluation of 
the process. In order to have a high ratio of PMMA to steam 
the reactor must be filled with a fine sand, so that the bed 
may be well mixed at low flowrates of steam. Another measure 
to keep the MMA losses low, is the recycling of the watery 
phase as a fluidizing medium. 

The total MMA yield was, within the experimental errors, 
the same as in the experiments with a PMMA f lowrate of 990 
g /h and about the same temperature. It is also seen that 
more high boiling inpurities are formed (Figure 6). This may 
be due to: 

-the higher partial pressure of MMA, so more 
condensation products (dimers, trimers, ... ) ar·! formed 

-the shorter residence time, so less secondary 
decomposition product~ are formed. 

3. ~1aance ~ tJla h1$nam t~taze 

Experiment H was carried out with the heating blanket in 
the freeboard zone svithched on. Bence, the temperature in 
the freeboard zone was higher in experiment H than for exemple 
in experimen~ G2: 

Bed temperature 
Freeboard temperature 

B 

422 
480 

G2 

416 
360 

With the heating blanket in the freeboard zone swithched on: 

- the flue gas evolution is larger (Table 1) 

- the yield of MMA is lower (Table 1) 

- there is a shift from high to low boiling inpurities in 
the pyrolysis oil Cf igure 6) 

In order to have a high efficiency, the reaction products, 
hence, must be cooled as quickly as possible. The residence 
time of the reaction products should be minimized. As a 
matter of fact, a low residence til'M! is one of the features 
why a fluid bed reactor is preferabl 11, to a cauldron. 



4. Beat of reacti.on 

By means of an energy balance over the reactor it was 
possible to calculate the heat of reaction (900 J/g of 
PMMA). This is the value of 4Hr (293 K, 1 atm.). The heat 
of reaction 4Hr of the following reaction 

PMMA (293 K) __. MMA (T) 

It's given by~ 
T 

4Hr • 900 + /293 Cp(MMA) .dT 

For the heat capacity of MMA the following equation is used 

Cp - 0.336 + 3.6 io-3 T - 1.38 io-6 T2 J/g.K 

The heat of reaction 4Hr is thus given by : 

ABr - 660 + o.336 T + 1.8 lo-3 ~ - 0.46 lo-6 T3 J/g 

At 450°C (723K) this gives 1670 J/g. 

This relatively high endothermicity of the reactor 
enables controlling the temperature in a reactor by adjusting 
the f lowrate of the feed •. 

5. Distil1ation of ~-water aixtarea 

The vapour-liquid equilibrium of MMA with water has some 
interesting features in view of the distillation of the 
pyrolysis product and the treatment of an:.· residual wastes. 
When a mixture of 164 g water and 165 g MMA was distilled an 
azeotrope with a minimum boiling point (80°C) wlls obtained. 
The quantity of the azeotrope distilled was 189 g. When it 
was cooled to room temperature (20°C) it separated in 2 
phases 25 g (13.3 wt'> watery and 164 g (86.7 wtt) 
organic phase. Bence, the vapour-liquid equilibrium of 
MMA-water is an equilibrium with a heteroazeotrope of the 
form tentatively presented in Figure 7. 

T 

100.3°c 

0 85 100 

wt% MMA 
Figure 7: vapour-liquid equilibrium of MMA-water 



When the organic phase obtained at 
experiments was distilled, the following 
obtained : 

the pyrolysis 
fr.~ctions were 

- first, having the lowest boiling point, the azeotrope 

- afterwards, at 100°C, MMA 

- a residue, containing the heavy compounds. 

For a Belgian PMMA pyrolysis plant, using lead bath 
technology, the best quality MMA is obtained by steam 
distillation, rather than with a vacuum or atmospheric 
distillation. For this reason, when distilling the oily 
phas~, it's of interest to add some (or all of the) watery 
phase. E1 ~ugh water must be added, so that a (heterogeneous) 
mixture w~ ·h more than 15% water is obtained. In this case 
distillation gives : 

- as a top product, the azeotrope. After cooling it 
separates in a watery and a MMA-rich phase. The watery 
p~ase can be recycled, while the monomer rich phase i& 
free of heavy components because the boiling point of 
the azeotrope is only 80,C. 

- as a bottom prod~ct, a residue consisting of two phases 
: a phase containing the heavy pyrolysis products and a 
watery phase. The watery phase can also be recycled, 
while the organic phase should be removed or recycled 
i.:'\ the process. 
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